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1. INTRODUCTION 
A subgroup K of G is said to be tightly embedded in G if K has even order 
and K n Kg has odd order for g E G - N(K). A quasi simple subgroup A 
of G is a standard component of G if K = C(A) is tightly embedded in G, 
N(A) = N(K) and [A, As] # 1 for g E G. Before describing the importance 
of studying finite groups with a standard component, we define a few more 
terms. 
Let O,,,,(X) be the preimage of E(X/O(X)), let L(X) = (Oa,,E(X))(CC) and 
set B(X) = L(C(E(X))). It follows that L(X) = B(X) E(X). The Thompson 
B-conjecture states that for any finite group G, B(C(t)) < B(G) for every 
involution t of G. 
A fundamental result of Aschbacher [4] asserts that if G is a finite group of 
component type satisfying the B-conjecture and if L(G) is simple, then either 
(i) G has a standard component A, or 
(ii) G possesses a subgroup X = AAz which is the central product of 
quasi-simple groups A and A” of a-rank 1 with amalgamated centers. 
K = C(X) is tightly embedded in G, N(K) = N(X) and [A, As] = 1 
implies that As = A”. 
Since Foote [12] has classified groups satisfying (ii), it becomes evident that 
modulo proving the B-conjecture, the problem of classifying finite groups of 
component type is reduced to classifying finite groups with a standard 
component. 
Much work has been done along those lines. In particular, Aschbacher and 
Seitz [6] have treated the case where G has a standard component A of known 
type and m(C(A)) > 1. Also, Aschbacher [3] has treated the general problem 
of classifying finite groups with a tightly embedded subgroup having a 
quaternion Sylow 2 subgroup and this includes the case where C(A) has a 
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quaternion Sylow 2 subgroup. Thus it remains to deal with the case where 
C(A) has a cyclic Sylow 2 subgroup. 
The main object of this paper is a proof of the following. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite group with Z*(G) = I and suppose G has a 
standard component A such that / Z(A)/ is odd and A/Z(A) z HJ or HJM. 
Furthermore assume that C(A) has a cyclic Sylow 2 subgroup. Then A is simple 
and either (AG) g A x A OY G g Aut(S,). 
Here HJ and HJM are the simple groups of order 604, 800 and 50, 232, 
960 discovered by Janko [27] and constructed, respectively, by Hall [22] and 
Higman and McKay [26]. S, is the simple group constructed by Suzuki [35], 
which occurs as a subgroup of index 2 in the automorphism group of a 
graph I’of 1782 vertices. Moreover Aut(F) = Aut(S,) and the set stabilizer in 
Aut(F) of an edge of r is isomorphic to 2, x Aut(HJ). Since this is also the 
centralizer of an involution of Aut(r), we see that Aut(S,) has a standard 
component isomorphic to HJ. 
The first step in proving Theorem A is to reduce to the case where 
1 C(A)iz = 2. Once this is done, Theorem A follows directly from the 
following two results. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a finite group with Z*(G) = 1. Suppose G has a 
standard component A such that / Z(A)\ is odd and A/Z(A) g H] OY HJM. 
Furthermore assume that 1 C(A)], = 2 and N(A) = AC(A). Then A is simple 
andGzA(Z,. 
THEOREM C. Let G be a$nite group with Z*(G) = 1 and suppose G has a 
standard component A with 1 Z(A)1 odd and A/Z(A) s HJ OY HJM. Further- 
more assume that [N(A): AC(A)] = 2 and I C(A)Iz = 2. Then A is simple and 
either (AG) s A x A or A E HJand G s Aut(S,). 
The proof of Theorem B is essentially 24ocal in nature following the basic 
outline of [8]. One essential difference is our use of the structure of the 
centralizer of a certain element of order 3 in order to gain control over some 
critical 2-local subgroups. In our proof of Theorem C, we show that either 
G E Aut(S,) or (02(G), C(A)) sa IS t' fi es the hypothesis of Theorem B 
whereupon the conclusion of Theorem C follows directly. 
A useful corollary to Theorem A is the following. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a jkite group with Z*(G) = 1. Suppose G has an 
involution x such that C(z) z Za x H or Z, x Aut(H), Hr HJ or HJM. 
Then either G E Aut(S,) OY 02(G) E H x H. 
Notation will hopefully be standard. Some possible exceptions are our use 
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of Y(G) to denote the set of involutions of G and b,(G) to denote the set of 
elementary abelian subgroups of G of order 2”. Also H * K will represent the 
central product of groups H and K whereas H c+ K means that H may be 
embedded in K. 
The author would like to thank M. Aschbacher for suggestions which led 
to the proof of Proposition 5.2. 
2. ASSUMED RESULTS 
In this section we state certain results which will be used in the proofs of 
Theorems B and C. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Aschbacher and Goldschmidt [16]). Let G be a Jinite 
group with a Sylow 2 subgroup S = S, x S, such that Si is strongly closed in S, 
i == 1,2. Then (SIG) n <SZG) < O(G). 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Patterson and Wong [30]). Let G be a $nite simple 
group in which the centralizer of a central involution is isomorphic to an extension 
of Q, * Q8 * Q8 by Q-(2). Then G s S, . 
PROPOSITION 2.3 (Solomon [34]). Let G be a$nite group with Z*(G) = 1 
and let z be an involution of G with H = C(z). Suppose i7 = H/O(H) has a 
subgroup I-r, --_ (5) x A, A g A, , such that R = I&, or i7/(.%) g MI, . 
(i) IfH=L7,,,thenGrA,2Zz. 
(ii) If B/(Z) g MI,, then (z) has a complement in i7 and either 
E(G) z A, x A, , G c+ Aut(A, x A,) or G G (U,(3), u . diag{l, 1, F, 1)) 
where o is the field automorphism of U,(3), (0) = F,* and the matrix of the 
hermitian form is the identity. 
Remark. The group G g (U,(3), 0 . diag{l, 1, 8”, 1)) is connected with 
the sporadic groups M, and S, . In particular G is isomorphic to the stabilizer 
of a point of Aut(Mc) acting on the McLaughlin graph r of 275 vertices 
[9, 291 and Aut(S,) has an element /3 of order 3 such that C@)/(p) e G 
(see Lemma 10.2). 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (Gorenstein and Harada [ 191). Let G be a fusion simple 
group with Sylow 2 subgroup of type HJ. Then G g HJ or HJM. 
The next result is essentially a direct consequence of the Gorenstein- 
Walter [21] classification of finite groups with a dihedral Sylow 2 subgroup. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G be a $nite group with a Sylow 2 subgroup S 
containing a self-centralizing fours subgroup (x, t) with t E Z(G). Then S s D,, 
or SD,, and either G = O(G)S or G z SL2(q)*, the split extension of SL,(q) by 
an automorphism in PGL,(q) with semidihedral Sylozo 2 subgroups. 
Proof. It follows from a well-known result of Suzuki that S g D,, or 
SD,, . Let G = G/O(G)(t). If 1 S 1 = 4 th en it follows easily that G = 0( G)S. 
Hence assume that 1 S / > 8, whereupon SE D,,-l , n > 3. The results of 
[21] assert that one of the following possibilities occur. 
(i) G = S, 
(ii) G z A, , or 
(iii) Gis isomorphic to a subgroup of PPL,(q) containing PSL,(q), q odd. 
We may now apply results of Schur [31, 321 to obtain the desired result. 
The following is a generalization of the Thompson transfer lemma (cf. [36]). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let T E Syl,(G) and let S a T so that T/S is cyclic. 
If x is an involution of S - T, then xG n S = @ implies that x $ 02(G). 
3. PROPERTIES OF HJ, HJM AND Sz 
In this section we enumerate properties of HJ, H/M, and Sz which are 
necessary for the proofs of Theorems B and C. 
Let T,, be a a-group of type HJ. Then T, is generated by involutions 
t, , t, , a, , a2 , b, , b, , u satisfying the relations 
[al y 4 = [a2 , b21 = t, , [a2 , hl = t, , Ial , hl = t,t, , 
[al t ~1 = [u, hl = aA , [a, , u] = [u, b,] = a,b, , [u, t21 = t, ( 
LEMMA 3.1. The following conditions hold. 
(i) Z(To) = (tl) = U2(T,). 
(ii) T,, has precisely two E,, subgroups, namely, (tl , t, , a, , a,> and 
(tl , 6 , bl , b,) = (tl , t2 I a, , a2>“. Moreover, J(T,,) = (tl , t, , al , a2 , b, , b2) 
has typeL,(4) and z( J(T,)) = <t, , t2>. 
(iii) <tl , t2 , albl , a2b2 , u) is the unique D, * 0, subgroup of To . 
Proof. See [19, Lemma 5.11. 
The automorphism groups of HJ and HJM are known. In fact, [19, 
Proposition 8. l] asserts that 
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LEMMA 3.2. [Am(H): H] = 2, Hg HJ or HJM. 
The following result will be used repeatedly. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let E e D, * Qs and set A = Aut(E). Then 
(i) A/Inn(E) g S, and A splits over Inn(E). 
(ii) Any two subgrqups of A isomorphic to A, are conjugate in A. 
(iii) If B is a subgroup of A isomorphic to A, , then the isomorphism type 
of BE is uniquely determined and all A, subgroups of BE are conjugate to B. 
Proof. See [18, Part II, Lemma 2.71. 
We shall denote by (D, * Q8)A5, the unique nontrivial extension of 
D, * Qs by A, . It is known (cf. [27]) that the centralizer of a central involution 
of HJ or HJM is isomorphic to (D, * Qs)A, . The classes of involutions of 
Aut(HJ) and Aut(HJM) are as follows. 
LEMMA 3.4. Aut(HJ) has three classes of involutions, denoted by (2,), (22), 
(23) and Aut(HJM) has two cZasses of involutions, denoted by (2,), (2%). The 
structures of the centralizers of involutions of Aut(HJ) and Aut(HJM) are 
listed below. 
Element x 
(2,) 
(22) 
(23) 
AWfJ) 
Location cd4 c*ut Lwdx) 
HJ (4 * Q&G (4 * Q&G 
HI E4 x A, D, . A, = E4 . Sj 
Aut(HJ) - HJ PGU7) Z2 x PGLs(7) 
Aut(HJM) 
Element x Location CIfJ.&) 
(2,) HIM (4 * Q&% 
(22) Aut(HJM) - HJkf La(17) 
c*Utm4)(4 
(Ds * Qsb% 
22 x LZ(l7) 
We remark that x E (2a) of Aut(HJ) is a square in Aut(HJ) but not in HJ. 
Furthermore, if x E (2,) then every involution of O,(C(x)) lies in (2,). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A s HJ or HJM and let p be an element of order 3 of A 
centralizing an involution x E (2,). Then CAut(A)(P)/(J3) z M,, . 
Proof. According to the character tables of HJ and HJM [27], 
C,,(~)/(~) z A,. Thus C,,,&3)/@) is an extension of A, by 2,. 
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Since M,, is the only extension of A, by Z, in which all involutions lie in A, , 
it suffices to show that an involution x E Aut(A) - A does not centralize 
a conjugate of /3. This is obvious in the Aut(HJM) case, since /3 is not a cube 
in H/M whereas an element of order 3 centralized by x lies in an L,(17) 
subgroup of HJM and thus is a cube in HJM. In the Aut(HJ) case, it follows 
from [ 11, Lemma 2.41 that an element of order 3 centralized by x must lie 
in an L,(7) subgroup of HJ and thus is not conjugate to ~3. 
The Schur multipliers of HJ and HJM have been determined by McKay 
and Wales [28]. In particular the multiplier of HJ has order 2 and the 
multiplier of HJM has order 3. Since we are not concerned with standard 
components A such that A/Z(A) g HJ, 1 Z(A)1 = 2, we shall only discuss 
the structure of HG, the proper threefold covering of HJM. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let L be an extension of HG by Z, such that L = L/Z(L) s 
Aut(HJM). Let t be a central involution of L. Then CL(t) contains one class of A, 
subgroups. If B is an A, subgroup of L centralizing t and if (J3) E Syl,(B), then 
cLwo(cLm = n/r,, . 
Proof. It follows from generators and relations for a Sylow 3 subgroup of 
HG [28] that CL(t) s Z, x (D, * Q8)A s and if /3 and B are as given, then 
C,Q) z Z, x Zs x A,. Thus all A, subgroups of CL(t) are conjugate to B 
by Lemma 3.3(iii). Moreover, [NcL(&3): N,-,&3)] = 2 implies that 
[C&5?): C,Q)] = 2. Since C&)/(J$ g Ml, , it follows that C,@)/O(C,(J3)) E 
Mr, as required. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let L = Aut(A), A z HJ or HJM and let T = 
(To , T> E W,(L), To 6 Sy1,W. Then 
(9 J(T) = J(To) 
(ii) IfF1 cF14(TO), h t en the automizer of F1 in A and L is as follows. 
A AuW’,) AuWd 
HJ Z, x 4 z3 . s4 
HJM Z, x 4 NA~(<(=~)>). 
Proof. Since Z(T,,) = (t), t E (2,) of A, Lemma 3.4 implies that 
NA( To) = (T,, , /3), where j J3 I = 3 and N=(T) = (T, ,8). Let F be an 
abelian subgroup of T of maximal rank. Applying Lemma 3.4 once again, it 
follows that F1 = S2,(F) E rFa(Z’,,) and F = C,(F,). Assume that F > F1 in 
which case F g Z, x Z, x Za x Z, . Now p normalizes F1 by Lemma 3.l(ii) 
and so /3 normalizes F. However, j C&3)] = 23 implies that /3 centralizes 
a noncyclic abelian subgroup of order 8 contradicting Lemma 3.5. 
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We have shown that F = Fl E gdh( T,) and therefore J(T) = J( T,,). The 
structure of Aut,(F,) is described in [27] and the determination of Aut,(F,) 
is straightforward and will be omitted. 
The classes of involutions of Sz are described in [6] and are as follows. 
LEMMA 3.8. Sx has two classes of involutions denoted by (2,) and (2J. 
(i) If x E (2,) then C,,(x) is a nontrivia extension of D, * D, * Q8 by 
-Q-(2). 
(ii) If x E (2J then Csz(x) = (E x A)(o) with E g E4, A g L,(4), (5 
an involution which acts as the unitary polarity on A with CA(a) s U,(2) and 
(E, u> zs 4 . 
We now present a characterization of Csz(x), x E (2a) which will be needed 
in Section 10. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let G be a corefree group with center (x) of order 2 and 
suppose G contains a subgroup H such that ff = H/O(H) = (B x x)(a), where 
i? z E4 , A-s L,(4), 6 is an involution which acts as the unitary polarity on A 
and (I!?, 6) z D, . In addition, assume that [ G I2 = 1 H j2 and if t E 3(H) 
with t E A, then C(t) is 2-nilpotent. Then G = H. 
Proof. We begin by enumerating certain properties of G. Let T E Syl,(H) 
such that T = (E x F&G) with r,, E Syl,(A). Let E = (x, xl) and Z(T) = 
(x, t) with t E T,, . Then x, xi , t, xt, x,t and 0 are representatives of the 
classes of involutions of H. In addition, we have by hypothesis that T E Syl,(G), 
and C(t) = O(C(t))T. 
Let G = G/(x). Our first goal is to show that 2, is isolated in p = 
(a,) x p0(5) E Syl,(G). It is clear that g i , & c?, zif, and i,e are representatives 
of the classes of involutions of I;f Suppose now that x is one of f, 6, ?if or 
f,e, and let xg = f, , g” E G. Then g” may be chosen so that C’&iy < F. In 
any case, tl E Ui(C&)) and since I!?(P) < p0 , it follows that Pr E T0 . But 
by the structure of l?, there exists & E A such that 5,’ = 2, and fggh = f. Thus 
x fuses with g1 in C(f), which is impossible since C(f) is 2-nilpotent. 
We may now apply the Z* theorem [14] to conclude that 5, E Z*(G). 
However, O(G) = 1 implies that (a,) = Z*(G) and we have that E = O,(G). 
Let L = C(E). Since C,(E) = E x 2, it follows that L/E is fusion simple 
with Sylow 2 subgroup of type L,(4) and a section isomorphic to L,(4). By 
a result of Gorenstein and Harada [19, Theorem C], L/E is isomorphic to 
L,(4) or PGL,(4). In the latter case C(t) is not 2-nilpotent and so LIE z L,(4). 
This forces [G : L] = 2 and we have that G = H. 
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4. THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF CERTAIN ~-GROUPS 
In this section we discuss the structure of the automorphism groups of 
certain 2-groups which will be required for the proofs of Theorems B and C. 
Recall from Lemma 3.3 that if Pg D, t Qs , then Aut(P) is a split extension 
of El, by S, with S, acting intransitively on ET6 . Such a group is uniquely 
determined up to isomorphism and will be denoted by Ers . S, . 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Q = (t) x P, (t) z Z,, P g D, *Q8 and set A = 
Aut(Q). Furthermore let & = {PI < Q 1 PI s D, * Q8}. Then 
(i) 1 d 1 = 16. A acts transitneZy on & and N,(P) z 2, x El6 * S, . 
Thus 1 A 1 = 212 . 3 5. 
(ii) C,(t)/Inn(Q) g El6 . S, . 
(iii) A has one class of A,-subgroups. 
Proof. (i) Let Q 1 Q/Q’ 2 Es2. Then Q has 16 maximal subgroups 
which do not contain i and so Q has 16 maximal subgroups which do not 
contain t. Since each of these subgroups maps onto Q/(t) z D, * Q8, it 
follows that 1 & j 3 16. However, any maximal subgroup of Q containing t 
cannot be extra-special whereupon / d 1 = 16. It is clear that A acts transi- 
tively on b. To see that the stabilizer of a point, which is conjugate to 
N,(P), has the desired form, we proceed as follows. Observe that 
WA(P): CNAdt)l = 2 and GA(~) (t) s Aut(P) E El6 .S,.AlsoifT~Ahas 
order 2, [T, P] = 1 and [t, T] EQ’, then T E N,(P) and [T, CNAcP)(t)] = 1 
giving N,(P) z 2, x El6 . S, as required. Finally / A 1 = 1 6’ 1 1 N,(P)1 = 
212 . 3 ’ 5. 
(ii) It is clear that CA(t) acts transitively on & and that iVCAct)(P) g 
Aut(P). Now CA(t) acts on Q = Q/Q’ = (t) x P with kernel Inn(Q). Thus 
C,(t)/Inn(Q) is isomorphic to a subgroup of CAut&t) which is isomorphic 
to the unique nontrivial split extension of El6 by A,, denoted El, . A, . 
Since C,(t)/Inn(Q) has an S, subgroup and has order 2’ . 3 . 5, it follows from 
the structure of El6 . A, that C,(t)/Inn(Q) is a split extension of El, by S, . 
Moreover an element of order 3 of C,(t)/Inn(Q) fixes a subspace of Q of 
dimension 3 and so C,(t)/Inn(Q) g El, . S, . 
(iii) Let B, and B, be As-subgroups of A. Since [A : CA(t)] = 2 by (ii), 
it follows that B, and B, both lie in CA(t). Now C,(t)/Inn(Q) E E,, . S, has 
one class of A, subgroups by Lemma 3.4(ii) and so we may assume that B, is 
conjugate to a subgroup of Inn(Q)Bs s El6 . A,. This group however also 
has one class of A, subgroups by Lemma 3.3(iii) and we conclude that Bl is 
conjugate to B, . Thus A has one class of A, subgroups. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let Q = PI x Pz with PI E Pz e D, * Qs and set M = 
Aut(Q). Furthermore, let MI = C&P,) and M, = C,(P,). 
(i) If z E 9(M) with PI” = P,,thenfori#j,wehaveM~=llljr 
Cautczcp,)xpj)(Z(Pi)) and M = (Ml x M&G Thus M/Inn(Mk% * S, / Z2 . 
(ii) Let L < M and suppose L has a normal subgroup K containing 
Inn(Q) such that K/Inn(Q) s A, x A,. Then L is conjugate to a subgroup of 
(N,,,,(P,) x NM2(P,), z) z E16 . S5 l Z, , where P< = Pz . 
Proof. (i) Let G = {(El , E,) / Q = E1 x E, , Ei E D, * Qs>. It follows 
from the Krull-Schmidt theorem that E1 < Pi x Z(P,), E, < Pj x Z(P,), 
i fj. Hence by Lemma 4.1(i), ] d 1 = 16 * 16 .2 = 29. Moreover, M acts 
transitivitely on t” and the stabilizer of a point is conjugate to 
N.&‘,) n N,(P,) s Aut(P,) x A+‘,) 
giving 1 M j = 223 3” 5”. 
Now every element of Aut(P, x Z(P,)) fixing Z(P,) can be extended to an 
automorphism of Q by defining it to act trivially on Pz . Moreover, MI acts 
faithfully on PI x Z(P,) = Co(P,) and therefore MI s CAut(plXZ(PZ,)(Z(Pz)). 
Finally observe that [M* , MJ = 1 = MI n M, where upon 
M = (MI x M&z). 
(ii) If K is as given, then K < MI x n/l,. Setting n = M/Inn(Q), 
we see that MI x Mz = MI x %a with &!ii E E16 S, , i = 1,2. According 
to Lemma 3.3, Mi has one class of A, subgroups and since K g A, x A, , 
it follows that K is conjugate to o”(N,,,,(P,)) x O”(N,&P,)). But this group 
fixes precisely two elements of B, namely, (PI , Pz) and (Pz , PI) and since 
K ~3 L, we must have L conjugate to a subgroup of (NM,(PI) x N,,(P,), z) 
as required. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let W z D, * D, *Q, , A = Aut( W) and Q = Inn(W). 
Furthermore, let (Y E Q be induced by a noncentral involution of W and set 
N* = CA(a), N = C,,,(a). Then 
(i) N*lQ G E16 . S, and N/Q s E16 . A,; 
(ii) N* = (PI * P,)(B* x (w)), where 1 w 1 = 2, B* g S, , PI” = 
Pz s D, * Qs with Z(P,) = Z(P,), [PI, B*] = PI, [Pz , B*] = P2 and 
0 -_ <w, G,&4>~ M oreover N = (PI * P,)(B x (w)), where B = (B*)‘. 
(iii) Let SES~~,(N). Then S” = w(S) = Z(S) = (a). 
(iv) If <rQ) =z Z(S/Q) with j y / = 2, then every involution of yQ is 
centralized by an element of order 8. 
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Proof. (i) It is well known that A/Q g O,-(2) with Q < A’ and 
A’/Q z G,-(2). Furthermore, in the natural action of A/Q on Q, the isotropic 
vectors correspond to inner automorphisms induced by noncentral involu- 
tions of Q. Thus N*lQ z El, * S, and N/Q s El6 . A, . 
(ii) Let H = (C x C”, w), where ] w 1 = 2 and C is a nontrivial 
extension of D, * Q8 by S, . We note that such extensions exist and 
C/Z(C) z El6 . S‘s [I& Part II, Lemma 2.71. If W= (Co2(&w), w, Z(O,(H))), 
then it is easily seen that W s D, t D, * Qs , C,(W) = Z(W) and NH(W) = 
(O,(H), C,(w)). Setting N* = N&W) = NJW)/Z(W), PI = O,(C), 
Pz = O,(F), w = w and B* an S, subgroup of CcXcW(w) g El6 . S, , it 
follows that N* has the desired structure. 
(iii) and (iv) Let (b, , b,) E Syl,(B). Then P,(b, , b,) and Pz(b, , b,) 
both have type HJ since P,B g PzB g (D, * Q8)A5 . Moreover, Pi has one 
conjugacy class of complements in P,(b, , b,) so we may take as generators for 
P,(b, , b,) the involutions t, , t, , a, , a a , b, , b, , II satisfying the relations 
given in Section 2. Observe that PI = (ti , t, , a,& , a&, , u). Furthermore, 
Pz(b, , b,) = (P,(b, , b,))” and this determines Pz = (tl , tzW, (u~ZJ~)~, 
(u2bJw, uw) and the action of (b, , b,) on Pz . Thus we have a complete set of 
generators and relations for S = (PI 4 P,)((b, , b,) x w). 
Using these generators and relations for S it follows easily that S” = Z(S) = 
V(S) = (tl) and this gives (iii). 
Now Q = (Cp,*p,(w), w) implies that S/Q is covered by P,(b, , b,) with 
S/Q E P&J,, WZ(Pd. Since -W’& ,hd) = <tl, &A we may set 
Z(s/Q) = (t,Q). C&Q) t g ac in on t,Co(t,) has four orbits of length 4 with 
representatives t, , t2(4)(@,)~, tdd4(44~, tz(~d>(~z~z)(~l~l>“ow 
and these elements are centralized respectively by bi@, biu, bs~, b,b,@‘, each 
of which has order 8. This completes the proof of (iv). 
5. REDUCTION OF THEOREM A TO THE CASE [ C(A) 1% = 2 
The object of this section is to show that Theorem A follows as a corollary 
to Theorems B and C. In order to do so, we must prove that ) K 1s = 2. We 
begin by proving a general result about finite groups with a standard com- 
ponent whose centralizer has cyclic Sylow 2 subgroups. 
HYPOTHESIS 5.1. A is a quasi-simple group such that d = A/Z(A) has the 
following properties. 
(i) \ Out(A)\ < 2. 
(ii) If z is an involution of ki, then Cm(a) does not normalize any props 
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subgroup of A of odd order and both CA(&) and CAuttA,(a) have no normal Z, 
subgroups. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let G be a$nite group with a standard component A such 
that 1 Z(A)] is odd and A satisjies Hypothesis 5.1. Assume that K = C(A) 
has a Sylow 2 subgroup R z Zzn, n > 1. Then Q,(R) < Z*(G). 
Proof. We shall assume that Z*(G) = 1 and derive a contradiction. Since 
1 R / > 2, it follows from [5, Lemma 2.51 that X = (AC) is simple and 
G < Aut X. If Kg n N(A) has odd order for all g E G - N(A), then 
[4, Theorem 21 implies that either K 4 G or (KG) n N(A) is strongly 
embedded in (KG). Since G < Aut X, it then follows that (KG) 3 X has a 
strongly embedded subgroup and this is easily seen to be incompatible with 
the results of [7]. We may therefore assume that for some g E G - N(A), 
Q = Kg f~ N(A) has even order. 
Our first goal is to prove that 1 Q I2 = 2. Observe that Q is tightly embedded 
in QA. In fact, if Q n 8” has even order, a E A, then Kg” n Kg has even order 
and Kg tightly embedded in G gives Kg” = Kg. Thus Q = Kg n N(A) = 
(Kg n N(A))” = p as required. 
Let T E Syl,(Q) and assume that / T 1 > 2. Since 1 Out(x)1 < 2, 
[N(A) : AK] -< 2 and thus l&(T) = {ha), K E K, a an involution of A. Also 
- 
Q tightly embedded in QA implies that C,(a) normalizes Q. Set QA = 
QA/QA n K. Notice that T n K = 1 gives T z T and j Z(A)1 odd implies 
that C,(a) = CA(a). Since Q is 2-nilpotent by Burnside’s transfer theorem, 
CA(a) normalizes O(Q). But then O(Q) = 1 by (ii) of Hypothesis 5.1 and so 
Q = T. Furthermore T centralizes G and so either TC,(a) = C,-(a) or 
TC,(a) = CAuudj(a). In either case, T u TCn(h) contradicts (ii) of 
Hypothesis 5.1 and we have shown that j li 1 = 2, hence 1 Q I2 = 2. 
By hypothesis, R E Syl,(K) is cyclic with 1 R j > 2. Let R, be the Z, sub- 
group of R. Since K is tightly embedded in G and since K = O(K)R, it 
follows that N(K) = O(K) N(R,). We shall now prove that R, is weakly 
closed in N(R,) with respect to G. Suppose in fact that Rig < N(R,), g E G. If 
RR,g $ K, then Rf < Kg n N(A) which contradicts the first part of our 
proof. Thus R,g < K n N(R,) and since K n N(R,) has a unique Z, 
subgroup, namely, R, , we must have RI9 = R, as required. Under our 
assumption that Z*(G) = 1, we may apply a result of Aschbacher ([2,2.5]) to 
conclude that (SZ,(R,)G) has d’h d 1 I e ra or semidihedral Sylow 2 subgroups, 
hence the same must also hold for X. It then follows from the results of 
[l, 211 that X is a known group whereupon a contradiction may be established 
by inspection. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let G be a jinite group with Z*(G) = 1 and suppose G 
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has a standard component A such that 1 Z(A)\ is odd and A/Z(A) s HJ or HJM. 
Furthermore assume that C(A) has a cyclic Sylow 2 subgroup. Then / C(A)jz = 2. 
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 5.2, noting from Lemma 3.4 
that A satisfies Hypothesis 5.1. 
We remark that many, but not all, of the sporadic groups satisfy 
Hypothesis 5.1. Thus Proposition 5.2 should be useful in these standard 
component problems. 
6. THEOREM B: PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Recall that G is a finite group with Z*(G) = 1 and G has a standard 
component A such that 1 Z(A)/ is odd and A/Z(A) E HJ or H/M. Further- 
more 1 C(A)lz = 2 and N(A) = AC(A). Let (z) E Syl,(C(A)) so that 
H = C(z) = (z) x A* * A < N(A), where A* = O(H). The first part 
of our analysis is to show that a Sylow 2 subgroup of 02(G) is contained 
in a 2-local subgroup, which modulo core, has the form (D, * Q8)A5 x 
(D, * &)A, . We then prove that a Sylow 2 subgroup of each direct factor is 
strongly closed in any Sylow 2 subgroup of 02(G) and apply the Aschbacher- 
Goldschmidt theorem to complete the proof. 
The following notation will be used throughout this section. T = 
(z) x T,, E Syl,(H) with T,, E Syl,(A), E is the unique D, * Qs subgroup of 
T, (see Lemma 3.2(iii)) and (t) = Z(T,). F ur th ermore B is a representative 
of the unique class of A, subgroups of CA(t) (CA(t) g 2, x (D, * Q&A5 if 
A s H% and CA(t) g (D, x &)A, if A ’ is simple) and (8) E Syl,(B) so that 
C,(/$/O(C,@)) E A, (see Lemma 3.6). 
LEMMA 6. I. T $ Syl,(G). 
Proof. Suppose T E Syl,(G). Now JV( T) controls fusion of Z(T) = (t, z). 
Moreover t is a square in G whereas z is not a square in G, and so z + t in G. 
Therefore N(T) acts trivially on .Z( T) an d we conclude that z + t + zt + z. 
If zG n T, + a, then according to Lemma 3.5, A z HJ and every involu- 
tion of T,, is conjugate to z or t, which gives (zt)G n T,, = @. Similarly, if 
(zt)G n T,, # a, then .zo n T,, = 0. At any rate, we see from Proposi- 
tion 2.6 that either zt $ O”(G) or z $ 02(G). Since T,, < CA(t) = 02(CA(t)) it 
follows that T,, E Sy12(02(G)) and since Z*(G) = 1, we have that 02(G) is 
fusion simple. But then Proposition 2.4 imples that A = O?(G) s HJ or 
HJM and this forces C(A) < Z*(G), which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 6.2. [N(T): NH(T)] = 2 and zt N z + t. 
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 6.1 by representing N(T) on Z(T). 
LEMMA 6.3. (z) x E contains every D, * Q8 subgroup of T. Moreover 
E = ((z) x E n to>, hence E is weakly closed in T with respect to G. 
Proof. Let P < T, P s D, * Qs . If T = T/(z) g T, , then z $ P 
implies that P E P. By Lemma 3.l(iii), T has a unique D, * Qs subgroup, 
namely, E, hence P = E and P < (z> x E. The second part follows from 
Lemma 6.2. 
LEMMA 6.4. C(/3)/O(C(/3)) g 2, x A, or A, 12,. 
Proof. Let K = C(p), R = K/O(K). Since C,(z) = (z> x A* * C,(p), 
C,(/3)/O(C,(/3)) E A, and it follows that C&F)/O(C~(Z)) g Z, x A,. If 
z E Z*(K), then R z Z, x A,. Otherwise, Z*(K) = 1 and il; 2 A, \ Z, by 
Proposition 2.3. 
LEMMA 6.5. C(E) = O(C(E))S with S s D,. 
Proof. Let L = C(E) and assume that x E S with SE Syl,(C(E)). Since 
C,(x) = (z, t) and t E Z(L) it follows from Proposition 2.5 that S E SD,, or 
D, and either E = L/O(L) = S orE g SL,(q)*. NowE admits B as a group 
of automorphisms and hence from the structure of e we conclude that 
[L, B] < O(L). Consider the split extension LB with n = LB/O(L). Since 
N,(E) = (z) x A* x EB, we have that (C&z))(“) = B. Also C,,(S) < 
2d;/lcoupled with the fact that [S, B] < O(L) implies that (CLB(S))(m) 1 B 
We have shown that [B, S] = 1. According to Lemma 6.4, a Sylow 2 
subgroup of C@) is isomorphic to Z, x D, or D, 2 Z, . Since C,(p) z D, 
and since @ centralizes S * C,(F) with S g SD,, or D,, , two cases arise; 
namely, (i) S g Z, x Z, or (ii) S g D, . 
Assume case (i) occurs so that S = (2, t). According to Lemmas 6.2 and 
6.3, we may set T* = (T, T) E Syla(iV(T)), where [T* : T] = 2 and E 4 T*. 
Let I = (EB, T*). Since S Q T* and since EB = (C(S))cm), it follows that 
7 normalizes (z) x EB, hence 1 = ((z) x EB)(T). Moreover our condition 
on S implies that C,(E) = S and therefore I” = I/S e Aut(E) z El8 . S, . 
We now examine the structure of C,@). Observe that C,@) = P x (/3), 
where S < Pand C~@) = P x (/?) g D, x Z, . An immediate consequence 
is that C@)/O(C(@) z A, 2 Z, . If P < P* E Syl,(C(@), P* z D, 2 Z, , 
then Cp*(z) s Z, x D, . But S Q P forces P = Npl*(S) and a contradiction 
is established by observing that P/S g D, whereas Np*(z)/(z, t) z Es . 
We have shown that case (i) cannot occur. Therefore S E D, and C(E) = 
O( W)P’. 
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In the course of proving Lemma 6.4 we proved that /3 centralizes 
S * Cc&?) E D, c D, . This fact, in conjunction with Lemma 6.3, gives the 
following result. 
LEMMA 6.6. C(/3)/O(C(/3)) c A, ) Z, . 
Let s = (cY., x 1 012 = x2 =(w)4 = 1). 
LEMMA 6.7. zs = xc n S. Consequently, N(E) = N(E)/O(N(E)) = 
S*EB. 
Proof. Let P = S * C&3) < P* E Syl,(C@)). According to Lemma 6.6, 
C(/3)/O(C(/3)) g A, 2 Z, , hence P* s D, 2 Z, . Moreover every involution of 
02(C(@) is a square in G whereas z is not and therefore zG n o”(C(/?)) = a. 
It follows that zo n P* = zP* contains exactly eight elements. By Corollary 
6.2, Cp*(x) = (z) x C&3) contains exactly six conjugates of z, namely, the 
involutions of the coset z&‘&3). Thus if 01- x, then LY E zp* and so Cp*(ol) = 
(a) x C&3) contains six conjugates of x as well. But c&01) n Cpe(z) n ZG = 
C,(p) n zG = ,@ and so 1 zG n P* j > 12, contradicting / ,zG n P* 1 = 8. 
We have shown that zs = zG n S. Since S = C(E) by Lemma 6.5 and 
since gfi = gs = {- -} ’ f 11 - z, zt , it o ows that N(E) = SCm(@ = S * ??i? as 
required. 
Let U = S * E and M = N(U). 
LEMMA 6.8. zM = xc n U. 
Proof. Suppose z 9 = x0 E U, g E G. Since C,(x,) g Z, x D, * Q8, it 
follows from Lemma 6.3 that C,(z,) = (z,,) x E,,, where E, = (C,(x,) n tG). 
Furthermore Eg is conjugate to E,, in C(z,,) and thus we may assume that 
Eg = E,, . Now U = S,, * E, , where S, E Syl,(C(E)). Since Sg E SyI,(C(E,,)) 
as well, there exists h E C(E) such that Sgh = S, . Observe that z,, E 9 n S,, . 
Hence by Lemma 6.7, zoh E S,, n zG = {a,, z,,t), and therefore we may 
assume that z,,h = z,, . Finally we have that zgh = z0 and Ugh = (S * E)gh = 
Sgh * Egh = S, * E,, = U, proving that z,, fuses to z in M. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let M = M/O(M)(t). Then M/U g El, * A, and (G) = 
Z(x!). 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.5 that O(M)(t) = C(U) and therefore 
M c+ Aut( U) with M/U 4 Out(U) g O,-(2), a group of order 2’ . 34 . 5. 
Let En and U,, be the noncentral elements of E and U of order n, n = 2,4. 
Then 1 u2 1 = 27 and the orbits of i? on u2 together with lengths of each 
orbit are as follows: 
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{ii} : 1, {i} : 1, TEz : 5, 
a4 : 10, YES : 5, 2, : 5. 
According to Lemma 6.8, {z} u zE, C z M. If in fact equality occurs, then 
<z) x E = (.a?) 4 M and thus by Lemma 6.3, E 4 111. This in turn forces 
S = C,(E) 4 M which contradicts zM g S. Since 016 zG by Lemma 6.7, it -- 
follows that / gm / z 1 mod 5 and since M/U C+ O,-(2) it follows that 
1 Ye / = 16. The only possibility is that Za = {,%} U zEz U mE4 . It is easy 
to show that C@(Z) = m = oi? by Lemma 6.7. Therefore 1 R 1 = 
16 1 Cm(%)], which gives 1 M/U / = 26 . 3 . 5. 
-- 
Because ,!? is not invariant under M, E, cannot be an orbit of M. If G u i?2 
is an orbit of &i then M acts as A, on this orbit of length 6, contradicting 
1 M / = 2i2 . 3 . 5. The only possibility is that &i has orbits {c}, or%, u Ea and 
Ye. Now E is an istropic vector with respect to the usual quadratic form 
defined on u and the stabilizer in Out(U) of an isotropic vector is isomorphic -- 
to -746 .S,.ThusM/Ug El6 . A, and the proof is complete. 
In order to determine the 2-structure of M, it is necessary to employ the 
structure of C(p). Toward that end it is convenient to have a subgroup N of M 
such that O(N) = 1 and N covers ji!i = M/O(M). Now the structure of M 
is completely determined by Lemma 4.3(ii). Thus M has a 2 subgroup Q such 
that Q = Qi * Qa with &i’ = Q, z D, * Qs and where M = (Q1 c g,J((%) x B) 
with [Qi , B] = Qi , i = 1,2. Clearly Q = Q and Ml = iVIM(Q) covers il?. 
Since C,,l(x) covers C&z’) = (2) x &%, it follows that CIM1(~)(m) is a sub- 
group of A isomorphic to (D, * Q8)A5. However, C,(z) = (z) x E < (Q, z) 
forces E = Oa(CM1(z)(“)) by Lemma 6.3, whereupon C.hll(~)(m) = Na(E)fm) = 
EB. Thus B normalizes Q and we may set N = Q((z) x B). We shall now 
examine N in great detail. 
LEMMA 6.10. C,(U) = QB. Thus Z(Q) = (01, t). 
Proof. Since Z(m) = Z(Q) = ( ) 5 an d since 01 is not central in N, we have 
aN = (01, at}. Therefore [N : C,(a)] = 2. However, t E Oa(N) together with 
O,(E) = QB implies that QB = 02(N) is the unique subgroup of N of index 2. 
We may now conclude that C,(a) = QB and Z(Q) = (cu, t). 
LEMMA 6.11. Qi =<t) x Pi, i = 1, 2, where Pig D,*Q, and 
[Pi , B] = Pi . 
Proof. Since Q = Q1 * Q, , Z(Q1) = Z(Qa) = Z(Q). Let (y) E SyI,(B). If 
[Qi ,r] = Qi , then (Qi , r) satisfies the hypotheses of [37, Lemma 5.261, 
hence Qi has type U,(4). But then Aut(Qi) is solvable which contradicts the 
fact that B acts nontrivially on Qi and we have [Q( , ~1 < Qi . Since [Qi , ~1 
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covers [Qi , 71 = Qi , it follows that t $ [Qi , ~1, otherwise [Qi , ~1 = Qi, 
and[Q,,y]~Si~~s*Q,.ThusQi =(t) x [Qi,y]. 
Let Pi = [Qi , r] and set Qi = Q,/Z(P,) g Eas . B acts faithfully on& and 
fixes (f). Since Co,(p) = Co,(j3) g Es , it follows from [23, Lemma 1 .l] 
that B has a complement 0 to (i). But 0 = [Qi , ~1 = [Qzy] = Pi gives 
U = Pi and thus [B, Pi] = Pi, completing the proof. 
It is clear from Lemma 6.11 that Q = PIP, with PI n P2 = 1 and 
PI2 = Pz. Let Z(PJ = (OLJ, i = 1, 2 so that Z(Q) = (~yi, as), ollz = 01s and 
t = (Ylcx2 . 
LEMMA 6.12. Q = PI x Pz . 
Proof. Suppose [PI , Q] < PI . If N,JP,) > Z(Q), then the irreducible 
action of B on N,(P,)/Q, forces N,(P,) = Q. Thus Qs acts transitively on 
d = {P < Qi 1 P g D, * Qs} with kernel Z(Q) which together with the 
transitive action of B on (P& and (PI)* ((PJm is the set of noncentral elements 
of PI of order n) implies that QB acts transitively on (Qi)a and (Q& . Suppose 
we can show that Qi has a noncentral element p such that [Q : C,(p)] = 2. 
By the transitive action of QB on (Qi)a and (QJ4 , we may assume that 
p E PI , hence pQ = {p,pol,}. But (pB) = PI then implies that (pQB) = 
PI (I Q, a contradiction. 
In order to produce such an element p E PI , we examine the action of p on 
Q. First observe that C,(p) = CPl(/3) CPz(/3), where CPl(p)z = CPz(/3) E D, . 
Thus C,(p) is a subgroup of order 26 containing Z(Q). Moreover, a Sylow 2 
subgroup of C(p) is isomorphic to D, \ Za by Lemma 6.4. Since such a 
2-group has a unique maximal subgroup with center of order 4, namely, 
D, x D, , it follows that C,(p) z D, x D, . 
It is easy to show, using the 3-subgroup lemma, that if a p’ group d acts on 
a p-group r and if [A, P’] = 1, then [A, r] centralizes C,(d). Applying this 
to the case of (p) acting on Q and observing that Q’ = Z(Q) < C,(p), it 
follows that [C&3), [Q, /3]] = 1. It suffices, therefore, to exhibit an element of 
p E C,#) = (t) x CPl(@ whose centralizer in C,(p) has index 2. 
Let D = C&3) with (D, a) E Syl,(C(p)) and set D = (x1 , yl) x (x2 , y2), 
where xi4 = yi2 = (~ryi)~ = 1 and x2 = xrz, y2 = yrz. Now D has four 
classes of involutions whose centralizer has index 4 in D with representatives 
4 = y1y2, 4, = x~Y~Y~, 4 = *1ylx2y2, and 4 = y1~2y2. If Cot(P) has 
no element whose centralizer has index 2 in D, then 
Cc@) = <di ,dj, Z(Q)1 i #i>. 
It is easy to show that the only possibilities are C,(/3) = (4 , d3 , Z(Q)) or 
(d, , d4, Z(Q)). However, in either case, x normahzes Co@), contradicting 
the fact that Col(/3)* = C&3). This completes the proof. 
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It follows from Lemmas 6.11 and 6.12 that N = (PI x P&B x (z)), 
where PI” = Pz and P,B s (D, * Q8)A5, i = 1,2. 
LEMMA 6.13. The following conditions hold. 
(i) Let b be an involution of B. Then every involution of QB - B is 
conjugate to b. C,(b) =-: (z) Co,(b) with Co,(b) g E,G . 
(ii) z and zb are representatives of the classes of involutions of N - QB. 
C,(x) = (xi x EB and C,(zb) = (zb) x Co(zb) C,(b) has type Hf. 
(iii) Q has nine classes of involutions under the action of B. Let 
(ai) = Z(P,), ei a noncentral involution of Pi and u2 a noncentral involution of 
Pz not commuting with e2 . Then representatives and the cardinalities of these 
classes are as follows. 
a1 a2 el e2 %% ale2 ke e1e2 elu2 
1 1 10 10 1 10 10 20 80. 
Proof. (i) Let x be an involution of QB - Q. Since A, has one class of 
involutions, we may assume that x = bp,p2 , pi E Pi , i = 1, 2. It is easy to 
see that x? = 1 if and only if (bpJ2 = 1. Furthermore P&‘,(b) has type H/ 
and therefore it follows from the generators and relations given in Section 3 
that bP, has one class of involutions under Pi . Thus there exists p,’ E Pi 
such that (bpi)pc’ = b, i = 1,2. Conjugating x = bpIp2 by pi‘pz’ gives 
.+‘Pp = b, and so x N b in QB. It is clear that Co,(b) and C,(b) are as 
described. 
(ii) Suppose x is an involution of N - QB. We may assume that 
x = zp,p, or x = zbplp2 , pi E Pi , i = 1, 2. In either case, x interchanges PI 
and P2 and hence (PI x P2, x) z PI 2 (x). This implies that x is conjugate 
in (PI x P2 , xj to z or xb, respectively. The structures of C,(z) and C,(zb) 
are easily determined. 
(iii) It is clear from the action of B on PI and P2 that the classes of 
involutions of QB contained in PI or P2 are as described. It suffices therefore 
to compute the classes of involutions contained in Q - {PI u P2}. Let x be 
such an involution. By the action of B, we may assume that x = qc2 or 
x = ei.ye . The situation is clear when x = qxs , so assume that x = elx2. 
Let Sz = 4(P2). Then C&e,) acts on Q and controls fusion of e$. Now 
e, may be chosen so that C,(e,) = B,(B) s A,, B, E Syl,(B). Since P2BI has 
type HJ it follows that C&e,) = (CPl(e,) x P2) C,(e,) has orbits of length 1, 
2 and 8 on the I1 elements of e$. If e2 and u2 are assumed to be elements of 
the orbits of length 2 and 8, respectively, then ela2, e,e, and elu2 are then 
representatives of the three classes of involutions of QB contained in e,sZ 
with cardinalities 1, 20 and 80, respectively. 
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LEMMA 6.14. Every involution of Q is conjugate in 02(G) to ‘Ye , a2 OY tyloi2 . 
Proof. According to Lemma 6.13(iii), every involution of Q is conjugate in 
QB = 02(N) to an element of C&3) E D, x D, . Since C(p)/O(C@)) E 
A, \ 2, by Lemma 6.6, it follows that C,(p) E Syl,(o?(C(/3)) whereupon 
every involution of C&3) is conjugate in 02(C(/3)) to 01~ , 01s or cyiols . Thus 
every involution of Q is conjugate in (QB, 02(C(/?))) < 02(G) to c+ ,01~ or 
4%. 
LetL = N(Q). 
LEMMA 6.15. C(Q) = O(L)Z(Q). 
Proof. It suffices to show that Z(Q) E Syl,(C(Q)). Suppose Z(Q) < 
Q* 6 SYI~(C(QQ)) and assume that z normalizes Q*. Since C,,(z) = (t), it 
follows that (Q*, z) is isomorphic to D2,, or SD,, . However, Z(Q) u (Q*, x) 
forces l(Q*, a)1 = 8, hence Z(Q) = Q*. 
LEMMA 6.16. Lete = L/O(L)Q. Then Cz(%) = N = (x) x B. 
Proof. Suppose x E C,(zO(L)Q). Then z5 = z,, E zO(L)Q. Since P,zO = P2 , 
there exists y E (O(L) Q, z) such that .q,Y = z, hence zxY = x. Now y E NO(L) 
and xy E C,(x) < C,(z) O(L) together imply that x E NO(L). Therefore 
~~~ and CE(Z) = m = (Z) x B. 
LEMMA 6.17. EgZ, x A, OY A52Zz. 
Proof. According to Lemma 6.15, C(Q) = O(L) Z(Q) and therefore we 
may embed L in Out(Q). N ow Lemma 4.2(i) asserts that Out(Q) E 
(El;6 .s,> 2 z2 7 where the wreathing involution interchanges Pr and Pz . 
Assuming that E < Out(Q), it follows that z corresponds to a wreathing 
involution of Out(Q). Since C~(Z) n O,(Out(Q)) = 1 we conclude that 
L n O,(Out(Q)) = 1 and this forces L to be isomorphic to a subgroup of 
WQNW'ut(Q>> Ed S, t Zz with f again corresponding to a wreathing 
involution. The only possibilities consistent with CL(%) s Z, x A, are 
E r Z, x A, or,L z A, ? Z, . 
LEMMA 6.18. E e A, 2 Z, . 
Proof. Assume by way of a contradiction that e z Z, x A, . It then 
follows from Lemma 6.16 that N covers L/O(L) and hence N contains a 
Sylow 2 subgroup of L. We shall refer to Lemma 6.13 and use the notation 
defined there. Furthermore let R* = (R, a> E Syl,(N) with R E Syl,(QB) and 
X = O%(G), 
(i) Q is weakly closed in R* with respect to G. 
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It follows from Lemma 6.13 that if q is any involution of Q, then Co(q) 
cannot be imbedded inC,,(x) for any involution x E R* - Q. Thus if 8” < R*, 
g E G, then Q,(P) < Q coupled with On,(Q) = Q implies that Qr’ = Q. 
(ii) R* E Syl,(G) and R = R* n X. 
Since Q is weakly closed in R* with respect to G by part (i) and since 
R* E Syl,(L) by assumption, it follows that R* E Syl,(G). Furthermore z 
cannot fuse into R by Lemma 6.13(i), (iii), giving R* n X < R* by 
Proposition 2.6. But R < O?(N) = QB an d we conclude that R* n X zz R. 
(iii) al+ %% + % 3G al. 
<al 9 012) = Z(Q) = C,(Q) coupled with Q weakly closed in R with respect 
to X by part (ii) implies that Nx(Q) controls fusion in Z(Q). But Z(Q) is 
central in N,(Q) = X n L = O(L)QB and the result follows. 
(iv) Every involution of X is conjugate to ai , 01s , aiaa or b. 
This follows from Lemmas 6.13(i) and 6.14. 
Let R = QB, , where B, E Syl,(B). 
(v) 02(R) = <al , ~2). 
ZT2(PiB,) = (ai), i = 1, 2 by Lemma 3.1(i). Thus (ai, 012) ,< P(R). 
However, U2(R) < al(Q) = (q , %) and therefore W(R) = (aI, a2>. 
(vi) The following holds in X: e,e, - qolz , e2a1 + 01~ + e2 , elm2 + 
a2 7L el . 
Since P,B, has type HJ, i = 1, 2, we may assume that CpiB1(ei) = 
C,i(e,)B, = J(P,B,) and hence CR(ei) = (Cpc(e,) x PJB, , i # j. Further- 
more we may assume that et2 = e2 . Now ollo12 - e1e2 since (01~01~ , e,e2) < 
E = C,(x) and all involutions of E fuse in A < X. Suppose now that 
(e2ar)” = ai , g f X. Since CL~ is central in R, we may assume that C,(eaa# < R. 
Also Cs(e,ol,) = (Pi x Cp2(e,))B, implies that 02(CR(e2~,)) = (01~). But 
then qg E U2(R) = (01~ , a2) by part (v) forcing ollg = a1 by part (iv) and this 
contradicts (e2c+ = a1 . The remaining fusion statements are proved in a 
similar manner. 
(vii) q + b + a2 . 
If (or E bX then b” = b implies (bX)” = bx. Therefore 01~2 = 01~ E bX giving 
a1 - 01~ and this contradicts part (iii) 
(viii) e, + ollciz + e2 . 
Since z fixes oll%x and since elz = e2 , it follows that e, - ollolz if and only 
if e2 - ollo12 . Assume that e, - araz, hence e2 N ai% as well. We know from 
the structure of C,(p) that 01~ and 01~ are not isolated in Q. Thus by parts (iv) 
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and (vi) and Lemma 6.3(iii), 01~ must fuse to either eiaj , i # j, or eru, . If 
ai - elu2 , then aj - ejai , i # j in which case (c#)* = @’ implies that 
ai N eioLj as well. At any rate we have a1 - era:, and a2 N ea(yr . We may 
assume, without loss of generality that elu2 + tir. In this case, we have by 
Lemma 6.13 and part (vii) that (arr n R) = Qr = Pr x Z(Z’,). Thus Q1 
is weakly closed in R with respect to X and so N,(Q,) controls fusion of 
C,(Qd = Q2 = W’d x P,. 
Observe that Qa E Sy12(Cx(Qr)). Moreover ((or , c+) = Z(QJ = Z(Qa) and 
therefore we have (01~ , a2) = Q2 n Z(C,(Qr)). This leads to the contradiction 
that aic~* - e2 in Nr(Qr), whereas e2 $ Z(Cr(Qt)). 
(ix) Pi =(cyiXnR),i = 1,2. 
It follows from parts (iv), (vi), and (viii) that e, - 01~ and e2 - a2 . If 
01~ - ercya , then we may, as in the proof of (vi), assume that (e1a2)s = (or 
with g E Cx(~). This implies that 01~ = (e1a2)e = er*aa which gives e, - qf% , 
contradicting (viii). Similarly, 01~ + alea . If 01~ - eru, , then z fixes (e,u2)QB 
and interchanges olix and ajx, i # j, implies that 01~ - erus - OLD, contra- 
dicting (iv). We have shown that (mix n Q) = Pi , i = I, 2. The result now 
follows by applying (vii) and Lemma 6.13. 
We are now in a position to achieve our final contradiction. Since Pr is 
weakly closed in R with respect to X by part (ix), we have that N,(P,) controls 
fusion of C,(P,) = Q2 = Z(P,) X P2 . It then follows easily that (Ye is isolated 
in Q4 with respect to C,(Qr). Thus Z(Q,) = (01~) a2) = Q2 n Z*(Cx(Q1)) by 
the Z* theorem [14] and this precludes the possibility of ea fusing with 01~ 
in N,(P,) which is required by part (ix). This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 6.19. Let E = L/O(L) and K = O?(L). Then I? = I?$, , where 
[RI , x2] = 1, I??: = I?, , and I& = P,i?, with either 
(i) Bi~AA,,Rir(D,*Qs)A,,andR=~~xIZ2,0r 
(ii) Z(&) = Z(B) = RI n I?, , Z(&) = (&&2) and all involutions of 
R - Q are conjugate to 6. 
In either case, R/Z(g) z E,, . A, x El6 . A, . 
Proof. Since we are interested in the structure of L/O(L), we may assume 
that O(L) = 1. Let 1 = L/Z(Q). It follows from Lemma 6.15 that 1 acts 
faithfully on Q and from Lemma 6.18 that L/Q g A, 1 Z, . Now according to 
Lemma 4.2(ii), we may assume that K = O?(E) = P,B, x P2B2, where 
Bf=B2~AA,,[B,,Pj]=1,ifj and [Bi , Pi] = Pi , i = 1,2. Let Ki be 
the smallest normal subgroup of K which maps onto Ki . Then & is perfect, 
K = K,K2 with K,” = K, and [Kl , K2] , < Z(Q). An easy application of the 
3-subgroup lemma gives [Kl , K2] = 1. 
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We now examine the structure of Ki . Suppose at first that Z(K,) = Z(P,). 
Since Bi lifts to a subgroup of Ki isomorphic to Z, x A, or S&(5) we may 
set Ki = P,B, , where B, is isomorphic to A, or S&(5). If B, s A, then 
Ki E (D, *Q&l, by Lemma 3.3(iii) and since K,” = K, , we have that 
K, s (D, * Q&l5 . Moreover, K = Ki x I& as required. On the other hand 
if B, s S&(5) and & = B1*, then BIB, = B, x B, and C,l,z(x) g S&(5). 
This implies that C,(x) E (D, * Q&4, has an S&(5) subgroup. To see that 
this is impossible, we observe that elements of order 4 of (Ds *Q&4, - Ds * Qs 
square into noncentral elements of D, * Qs and this precludes the existence of 
an ,X,(5) subgroup, all of whose elements of order 4 square into the center. 
Suppose now that Z(K,) = Z(Q), hence Z(K,) = Z(Q) as well. Since K1 
is perfect and since Pi a ICI , we must have K,/P, g S&(5). Therefore 
Kl = P,B, , where B, z S&(5) and (Z(B,), Z(P,)) = Z(Q). Also Kz = P,B, 
with B, = BIZ E X,,(5). If Z(B,) = Z(P,), then Z(B,) = Z(P,) and 
this gives B,B, = B, x B, . However, we must now conclude that 
Ce,8,(z) g S&(5) and as seen before, C,(x) has no S&(5) subgroup. There- 
fore we are in the situation where Z(B,) = Z(B,) = (01~111~). We may assume 
that N < K. Now K/Q -:= BIQ/Q x B,Q/Q has three classes of involutions 
with involutions of IV/Q corresponding to “diagonal” elements. Let x be an 
involution of K - Q. If xQ corresponds to a “diagonal” element of K/Q then 
x fuses into Ar and hence x - b by Lemma 6.13(i). On the other hand, it 
follows from [18, Part II, Lemma 6.31 that all involutions of QBJP, , i f j, lie 
in Q/Pj and hence QBi - Q contains no involutions, i = 1, 2. Therefore xQ 
corresponds to a “diagonal” element of K/Q and so x is conjugate to 6 
completing the proof. 
Let X = 02(G). 
LEMMA 6.20. Let R* = (R, x} E Syl,(L) with R E Syl,(K). Then 
R* E Syl,(G), x 6 X and R E Syla(X). 
Proof. Assume that O(L) = 1 and let L = L/Z(Q). According to Lemma 
6.19, we have K = K, x Ka with K1’ = Ka E E,, . A, . Therefore we may 
set R = R,RR, with Ri E Syl(K,), RI2 = R, and where # = fir x 8, has type 
A, x A,. Since every involution of R has at most 16 conjugates, it follows 
that if x is any involution of R, then j C’,(X)/ > 1 CR(X)/ 2 / R )/24 = 28. 
Assume that x E zG. By the previous argument C,(x) has type Z, x HJ. 
This, however, forces x E R - Z(Q) in which case C,(x) has a central sub- 
group (x, Z(Q)) E Es contradicting Lemma 3.1(i). We have shown that any 
element x E .zG n R* lies in R* - R, hence x E i?* - R. But all involutions 
of i?* - a are conjugate to z and so x is conjugate to x mod Z(Q). Since all 
involutions of zZ(Q) are contained in xR’ we have that x N x in R* whereupon 
.zo n R* = ,zR*. This fact coupled with the observation that CR*(z) E Syl,(C(z)) 
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immediately forces R* E Syl,(G). Finally xc n R = @ implies that z 6 X 
by Proposition 2.6 and R < K = 02(K) gives R = R* n X, hence 
R E Syl,( X). 
LEMMA 6.21. Q is weakly closed in R with respect o X. Thus 01~ + alaa + 
ci2 + cd1 in X. 
Proof. Since (01r, as) = C,(Q) is central in K = N,(Q), the second 
statement follows directly from the first. In order to show that Q is weakly 
closed in R with respect to X, it suffices to show that Q is the unique 
D, * Qs x D, * Qs subgroup of R. Thus suppose that Q # Q, < R with 
Q,, G Q. Since i? = R/Z(Q) has type A, x A,, it follows that j(R) = &. 
This implies that Z(Q) # Z(Q,) an d so we may assume that a1 $ Q,, . Now 
any subgroup of D, * Qs not containing the center has order at most 2 and 
this gives 1 Q,, n PI j = 2. A contradiction is now established by observing 
that Qs must map onto a Sylow 2 subgroup of z/x1 whereas x/R1 is isomor- 
phic to (D, * Q&4, or Ers . A, by Lemma 6.19. 
LEMMA 6.22. I? = Rl x xa with Z?,i = I?, E (D, * QJA5. 
Proof. We must show that case (ii) of Lemma 6.19 does not occur. 
Therefore, assuming that O(L) = 1, we are in the position where Ki = P,Bi 
with Bi z S&(5), Z(B,) = (01io1a), Z(K,) = Z(Q) = Z(Ka) and all involutions 
of K - Q are conjugate to b. Let Ri E Syl,(K,) so that R = R, * R, with 
R, n R, = Z(Q). Assuming the notation of Lemma 6.13, it then follows 
from the action of BIB, on Q that ai , e, , 01~ , ea , oirola , ale2 , eazi , eie, and b 
are representatives of the classes of involutions of K. Applying Lemmas 6.14 
and 6.21, we have 
(i) Every involution of X is conjugate to ar, 01s) oliola or b and 
011 7L 011012 + 012 7L al. 
Now it is easy to see that W(R) = (o~r, c+) and thus we may repeat the 
arguments of parts (iv), (vi) and (vii) of Lemma 6.18 to conclude that 
(ii) The following holds in X: erea N +x2 , e,ol, + ai + ea , eic+ + 
a2 7L el ,c++ b + (~2 . 
(iii) e, + ~liaa + ea . 
By arguing as in part (viii) of Lemma 6.18, we see that if either e, N 01ic+ 
or e2 N ol,ol, , then e, N (~r01a N ea , eras N e, and eaai N 01s . Therefore by 
part (ii), (air n R) = Qi = (Pi) x (oLJ, i # i. It follows immediately that 
Ql is weakly closed in R with respect to X and so N,(Q,) controls fusion of 
R, = C,(QJ. Since Z(QJ = (01~ , 0~s) = Z(R,) we have that ((or , aa> = 
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R, n Z(C,(Q1)). This leads to the contradiction that orlea fuses to oa in 
N,dQJ whereas ale2 # Z(C,dQd). 
(iv) P,=(a/nR),i=1,2. 
It follows from parts (i)-(iii) that e, N 01~ and e2 N 01~ . If 0~~ N e,ols , then 
by a standard argument, we may assume that (ei+)g = 0~~ with g E C~((Y~). 
This implies that a1 = (ei%)g = elga2 which gives e, N qo12 contradicting 
part (iii). Thus Pi = (alx n R). Similarly P2 = (azx n R). 
We are now in a position to achieve our final contradiction. In particular, P1 
is weakly closed in R with respect to X by part (iv), hence N,(P,) controls 
fusion of C,(P,) = R, E Syl,(C,(P,)). Let C = C,(P,). Since (01~) a2) = 
Z(R,) and since 01~ fuses to e2 in N,(P,), it follows that (01~) = R, n Z*(C). 
Let C = C/Z*(C). Now R, < K, < C and x2 s K,/(a,) has the property 
that all involutions lie in pa by [18, Part II, Lemma 6.31. Furthermore a, 
is not isolated in Ra and so all involutions of p, fuse in C. Comparing this 
information with the structure of xa , we conclude that O,,,,(C) = 1 and 
hence E(C) is simple with Sylow 2 subgroup pz or 8s . However, in either 
case, E(C) has 2-rank 2 and this contradicts the known classification of such 
groups [I]. The proof is now complete. 
7. THEOREM B: THE CASE A c HJ 
We retain the notation of Lemma 6.22. In particular, X = 03(G), 
K = N,(Q), l? = K/O(K) = RI x I?, , where Klz = K2 z (D, * Qs)A5, 
R = R, x R, E Syl,(K) with Ri E Ki and where it may be assumed that 
R,” = R, . The main object of this section is prove that Ri , i = 1, 2, is 
strongly closed in R with respect to X so that Proposition 2.1 may be applied. 
Since Ri has type HJ, it follows that R has exactly one class of E2* sub- 
groups. In particular, if (Ui, Vi) = &&Ri) with Viz = U, , VI2 = V, and if 
U = (U, , Ua), V = (V, , V,), then J(R) = (U, V) and Z(J(R)) = 
WW) x W(R2)). 
LEMMA 7.1. Let F = C,(z) and set N = N((F, z)). Then UO(N) Q N 
and N/UO(N) s Z, x Z, x A, . 
Proof. Clearly F g El6 and F < A. Now .zG n F = m implies that N 
acts on zF and F 4 N. Moreover U acts transitively on .zF gives N = UC,(z). 
It follows from Lemma 3.7(ii) that 
G(<G F)) = W’W, 0 and C,(z)/O(N)F s Z, x Z, x A,. 
We conclude that O(N) U(z) = C,(F) c~ N, hence O(N)U 4 N and 
N/UO(N)g Z, x Z, x Z, . 
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LEMMA 7.2. Let M = N(U). Then NM(Z(J(R))) covers M/O(M). 
Proof. Clearly U E SyI,(C( U)) and hence M = AI/ UO(M) acts faithfully 
on U. It is easy to see that NM((.z,F)) covers CM(Z) and therefore by 
Lemma 7.1, we have Cm(x) g 2, x Z, x A, . 
We shall show that m/0(&?) g A, 2 Z, . Since J(a) E Syl,(M n X) and 
since J(R) g Ers , it follows from the classification of groups with an abelian 
Sylow 2 subgroup [38] that either O(x) J(R) Q M and M is solvable or 
E(m/O(M)) # 1. However, E(M/O(M)) f 1 is incompatible with the 
structure of CM(Z) and we conclude that O(M) j(R) Q z. The solvability of 
M forces a/O(m) J(R) to act faithfully on J(R) O(m)/O(M) and hence is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of A, with Sylow 2 subgroup of order 2. But 
L n M contains a subgroup isomorphic to A, { Z, and therefore M/O(M) E 
A, ? Za as asserted. 
Since the 2’ part of 1 Aut(U)I is 3 5 . 52 . 7 . 17 . 31 127, it follows that 
J(R) does not act faithfully on O(a). But C,,~,(O(~)) Q M combined with 
M/O(M) z A, \ Z, gives [J(R), O(m)] = 1. This implies that J(f7) 4 a, 
whereupon N&J(R)) covers M/O(M) and hence N,(Z(J(R)) covers M/O(M) 
as well. 
Since (D, * Q&4, has three classes of involutions, we may set 01~ , ei , 
and yi to be representatives of the Ki classes of involutions contained in 
Z(P,), Pi - Z(P,), and Ri - Pi, respectively, i = 1, 2. 
LEMMA 7.3. If y is an involution of R - Q, theny” n Q = 0. 
Proof. Suppose yg = OL E (01r , ci2), g E X. It is clear from the structure 
of R that every involution of R - Q is contained in some Ezs subgroup of R. 
Furthermore all E,s subgroups of R are conjugate. Thus if y E U E gB(R), then 
we may assume that U 9 = U. But 01 E Z(j(R)), whereas y E J(R) - Z(J(R)) 
and since Z(](R)) O(N( U)) is normal in N(U) by Lemma 7.2, we conclude 
that y cannot fuse to 01 in N(U) and thus y + 01 in X. Since all involutions 
of Q fuse into (a1 , aa) by Lemma 6.14, we have that yx n Q = s . 
LEMMA 7.4. Pi = (mix n R), i = 1,2. 
Proof. All we need do is repeat the arguments of Lemma 6.22, parts 
(i)-(iv). 
LEMMA 7.5. Let Yi = C,(PJ and pr = Y,/O(Y,). Then Ri ES~~,(O*(YJ), 
i # j, 02( pi) g HJ and C,(R,) covers Pi . 
Proof. According to Lemma 7.5, Pi is weakly closed in R with respect to X 
and hence N,(P,) controls fusion of Z(P,) X Rj = C,(PJ E SylJYi), i # j. 
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Since Q’ n R, = ia by Lemma 7.4, it follows from Proposition 2.6 that 
cli $ 02(Yi) and since R, < 02(CK(P,)) by Lemma 6.22 we have that 
R, E Sy12(02( Yi)). Now 01~ N e2 in N,(P,) implies that Z*(oP( pi)) = 1. Thus 
02(Yi) is fusion simple and we may invoke Proposition 2.4 in conjunction 
with the fact that $ +yj in02( pi) byLemma7.4to conclude that 02( pi) =HJ. 
We have shown that pi = (&) x 02(pi). In order to prove that C,(R,) 
covers Yi , where obviously C,(R,) < Yi , we study the action of Ri on pi . 
Now HJ admits no outer automorphism fixing a Sylow 2 subgroup by 
Lemma 3.4 and since [Ri , &] = 1 with & E Sy1,(02(Yi)) it follows that 
[R, , Yi] < O(Y,). This implies that C,(R,) = CYI(R,) covers pi as asserted. 
LEMMA 7.6. Ri is strongly closed in R with respect o X. 
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to show that R, is strongly closed in R 
with respect to X. We begin by proving that P2 is strongly closed in R with 
respect to C = C,(,,). By Lemma 7.4, we need only show that an element 
u E P2 of order 4 cannot fuse in C to an element of R - P2 . Since all elements 
of order 4 of P2 are conjugate in C, we may choose u to be extremal in R, i.e., 
C,(U) E Syl,(C,(u)). Suppose now that U” = rlr2 with ri E Ri , i = 1, 2, 
g E C. Observe that 01~ = o12g = (z@)” = r12rz2 forcing r12 = 1 and rz2 = a2 . We 
know that all elements of order 4 of R, - P2 square into a noncentral involu- 
tion of Pz and therefore we have r2 E P2 and 1 # rI . Applying Lemma 7.5 
and using the fact that u is extremal in R, we may assume that up = uoli or 
uyr and C,(ug)g-’ < C,(u). In either case, it follows from Lemma 7.4 that 
Cpz(u) = Q;2,(C,z(u)) = (azx n CR(@)) and hence Cp,(u)g-’ < P2 = (azx n R). 
But then *g-i E P2 forcing ai-’ E P2 or yi-’ E P2, contradicting Lemma 7.4. 
We have shown that P2 is strongly closed in R with respect to C. Since 
R, E Syl,(C,(P,)‘) by Lemma 7.5, it follows from a result of Goldschmidt 
[16, Theorem B(c)] that R, is strongly closed in R with respect to C. This is 
sufficient to complete the proof. In fact, suppose u E R, fuses in X into 
R - R, . Since all elements of order 4 and 8 of HJ are conjugate, we may 
assume from Lemma 7.5 that u is extremal in R. Thus let ug = rlr2 , rl E R, , 
1 # r2 E R2 . Furthermore, by taking powers of u, we may also assume that 
rz2 = 1 without losing the property of u being extremal in R. Thus we may 
assume that CR(@)“-’ < C,(u). But c1a E CR(@) combined with ai-’ E R, 
implies, by Lemma 7.5, that we may centralize 01~ and fuse us into u. Therefore 
ug E R - R, is conjugate in C to u which is impossible. 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem B, we first observe from 
[5, Lemma 2.51 that either the conclusion of Theorem B holds or X0 = (AC) 
is simple and G .< Aut(X,,). However, if Xi = (R,“), i = 1, 2, then it 
follows from Proposition 2.1 in conjunction with Lemma 7.6, that X,X, = 
Xi x X2 . But clearly X,X, < X,, and this contradicts the simplicity of X,, . 
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8. THEOREM B: THE CASE A/Z(A) c HJM 
We shall retain the same notation as in Section 7. 
LEMMA 8.1. LetM=N(lJ)andA?i=M/O(M).ThenO~(M)=MnX= 
M,M, 1 where Ml” = M, and 02(ii?Z) = i@l x il& with $!I g ii& s 
Proof. We may assume that O(M) = 1 and set R = M/U. Since 
U E Syl,(C( U)), it follows that M acts faithfully on U. As in the proof of 
Lemma 7.1, if we set F = C,(Z) and N = N((F, z)), then by Lemma 3.7(ii), 
UO(N) 4 N and N/ UO(N) gg 2, x 2, x A, . Moreover it is easily seen that 
Ca(g) is covered by NM((x, F)) and so we have Ca(.%) E 2, x 2, x A, . 
Now (J(R), Z> E Syl,(M) implies that J(R) E Syl,(M n X) with J(R) G El,, . 
Applying the results of [38], the only possibilities for M n X compatible with 
the structure of C&Z) and the structure of Aut( U) are as follows. 
(i) M n X/O(M n X) gg L,(16), or 
(ii) MnXgZ, x A, x A,, or 
(iii) M n X g 2, x 2, x A, x A,. 
Observe that by Lemma 6.22, M n K = J(&)(~l) x J($)(~2), where 
J(Ri)(~i> = N,-$ UJ E 4 , I yf I = 3, [yi , ujl = 1, i # j and I CUJYJI = 22. 
Since M n K is an A, x A, subgroup of M n X, we may immediately 
eliminate case (i). In the remaining cases we set E(M n X) = .& x B2. 
Suppose that case (ii) occurs and set (7) = O(M). It is easy to see that 
J(RJ(yi) is contained in (7) x Bi for some j, hence without loss of generality, 
we may assume that (pi) < (f) x Bi , i = 1,2. This implies that [yi , &] = I, 
i # j and hence Bj acts on [U, ri]. But & acts trivially on [U, ri] with 
dim([U, ri]) = 2 and so dim(C,(@) > 1. Since & acts on C&), we 
conclude that dim(C,(Bj)) = 4, j = I, 2. Thus if Vi* = C,(&), i = 1, 2, 
then U = U,* x U,* with [&, U,*] = Ui* and [&, U,*] = 1, i # j. 
Clearly (f) acts regularly on both U, * and U,*. This forces an element of 
order 3 of (7) x B, to act regularly on U,* or U,* and contradicts the fact 
that fr E (7) x & with dim(C&)) = 6. 
We have shown that M n X g 2, x 2, x A, x A,. Observe that O(M) 
cannot act regularly on U and so some nonidentity element of O(a) centralizes 
a four-dimensional subspace of U. The centralizer in Aut(U) of such an 
element is isomorphic to 2, x A, x A, and so MnX is uniquely deter- 
mined in Aut(U). In fact, M n X = ml x M, , where Mi z 2, x A,, 
i = I,2 and U = lJ,* X U2*, where [Ui*, MJ = Ui*, [Ui*, M,] = 1, 
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i # j. If Mi is a minimal normal subgroup of M mapping onto Mi , i = 1,2 
then it follows directly that O,(M,) = Ui* and M n X = MI x M, with 
M,” = Ma E E,,(Z, x As). This completes the proof. 
We shall retain the notation of Lemma 8.1 and in addition set Ri* E Syl,(Mi) 
so that J(R) = RI* x R,*. 
LEMMA 8.2. Every involution of X is conjugate to 01~ , 01~ or 011012 and 
al+ %% + a2 + ffl * 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.21 that 01~ + ollo12 + a2 + 01~ in X. 
Suppose now that y is an involution of R. It is clear from the structure of 
I? = K/O(K) = Z?, x I?2 that y is conjugate in K to an involution contained 
in some element of b,(R). Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
y E U. It is easy to see that M n X acting on U# has orbits (Ui*)#, (U,*)# 
and U-{U,u U,}. Butor,, 2 OLand ollo12 lie in distinct orbits of U and so y 
must fuse to either 01~ , 01~ or olr% in M n X. 
Since Ri* has type L,(4), every involution of R6* is contained in either 
Ui* or Vi*, where G,(R,*) = {Ui*, Vi*}, i = 1,2. Furthermore R,*’ = R,* 
and hence there exist rr E U,* - VI*, r2 = ylz E U,* - V,* with rlr2Z = r1r2 
and [J(R): CJ(,&r1r2)] = 24. But rlr2 is conjugate to oil+. in A < C,(z) and 
therefore 1 ~,a,“^” 1 > 16 which gives a,aFnx = U - (U,* u U,*}. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that (U,*)* = aynX, i = 1, 2. Now 
observe that U,* and U2* are distinguished in U in that they are the only 
proper submodules which are centralized by an A,-subgroup of Mx. 
Since [VI*, M2] = 1 ’ f 11 it o ows that V,* is centralized by an As-subgroup of 
N,( VI*U2*)/O(Nx( V,*U,*)) and since V,*U,* is conjugate in X to 
u = u,*u,* we conclude that (V,*)# _C ollx. Similarly (V,*)# _C CI~X. 
Moreover every involution of J(R) is contained in some element of b,(J(R)) = 
{UI*U2*, UI*V2*, VI*&*, V,*V,*}. Th e t ransitive action of R on I,(J(R)) 
now gives the following result. 
LEMMA 8.3. 4(Ri*) = olix n J(R), i = 1,2. 
LEMMA 8.4. 9(R,) = mix n R, i = 1,2. 
Proof. We will first show that J(R,) is conjugate in M n X to I&*, 
i = 1,2. It follows from Lemma 6.22 that for j@ = M/O(M), we have 
Kx = G = J(&)(C) x J(~2)<?2>, where 1% I = 3, CJca,,(j%) = 
WU&)) and L/C@, ~~1 = & y i = 1,2. Furthermore by Lemma 8.1, we 
have M% = fii x m2 with Ai s E,,(Z, x Ah) and J&* E Syl,(J?,), 
i = 1,2. We may assume that J(a) = l&* x &*. It is easy to check that if 
pEM>wwith 171 =3andy$il?i,i=1,2,thenaSylow2subgroupof 
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C,(y) has order at most 24. Therefore we have & E J?i for some i. But 
JR,) = [J(R), PI] < I&* implies that JR,) = I&* and since Z, E JR,) 
whereas Zi, 6 &* by Lemma 8.3, we have JR,) = RI*. Similarly, JR,) = 
$*. 
We may now apply Lemma 8.3 to conclude that $(J(R,)) = C@ n J(R), 
i = 1, 2. Observe from Lemma 6.22 that every involution of Ri is conjugate 
in Ki to an element of J(R,). Therefore, Y(Ri) = olix n R, i = I, 2 and the 
proof is complete. 
LEMMA 8.5. Ri is strongly closed in R with respect o X, i = 1,2. 
Proof. Since Q,(Ri) = R, , it follows from Lemma 8.4 that Iii = 
(aiX n R) is weakly closed in R with respect to X. Therefore, N,(R) controls 
fusion in Z(Ri) x Rj = C,(R,) E Syl,(C,(R)), i # j. Now aIx n Rj = @ 
coupled with the fact that Rj < 02(Cx(RJ) by Lemma 6.22 implies that 
Ri E Syl,(02(C,(Ri))) by Proposition 2.6. Setting CZJ = C,(RJ/O(C,(RJ) 
and observing that all involutions of Rj are conjugate in C,(R,), it follows that 
02(Cx(R,)) is fusion simple. Hence by Proposition 2.4 we have that 
02(Cx(Ri)) E HJM. 
An immediate consequence is that all involutions of Rj are conjugate in 
C,(R,), i # j. By symmetry, it suffices to show that R, is strongly closed in R 
with respect to X. Thus suppose that r, E R, and r1 fuses to r1’r2’ with 
rl’ E R, , 1 # r2’ E R, . We may assume that ] rl j > 2 by Lemma 8.4 and by 
taking a suitable power of rl, it may be further assumed that 2 = 1 r2’ 1 < j rl’ 1. 
Since all involutions of R, are conjugate in C,(R,), it then follows that 
rl - rl’cd2 . Now (rl , r,‘or,) < C,(R,) together with the fact that R, is 
weakly closed in R with respect to X implies that rl - rl’a2 in N,(R,). But 
(rI , r,‘) < R, E Syl,(02(Cx(R,)) whereas 01~ 6 02(Cx(R,)) and this precludes 
the possibility of rl fusing to rl’a2 in N,(R). Thus we have a contradiction 
and the proof is complete. 
We may now finish the proof of Theorem B exactly as in Section 7. 
9. THEOREM C: PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Recall that G is a finite group with Z*(G) = 1 and G has a standard 
component A such that j Z(A)1 is odd, A/Z(A) c H/ or HJM and 
[N(A): AC(A)] = 2. Let (z) E Syl,(C(A)) and H = C(z). Then C,(A)A = 
(z) x A* *A has index 2 in H with O(H) = A* and H/C,(A) E Aut(A/Z(A)). 
The following notation will be used throughout this section. T E SyI,(H), 
To = T n A E Syl,(A), E is the unique D, * Qs subgroup of T,, (see Lemma 
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3.2(iii)) and (t) = Z(T,,). Furthermore, B is a representative of the unique 
class of &,-subgroups of CA(t) and (/3) E Syl,(B) so that C,(/3)/O(C,@)) G A, 
(see Lemma 3.6). 
LEMMA 9.1. t +z. 
Proof. t is a fourth power in A whereas z is not a fourth power in Hand 
hence not in G. Therefore t + z. 
LEMMA 9.2. T $ Syl,(G). 
Proof, Assume that T E Syla(G). First observe that z + t + zt + z since 
N(T) controls fusion in Z(T) and .a + t by Lemma 9.1. Furthermore our 
hypothesis on G ensures that 02(G) is fusion simple. If 
T,, = T n 02(H) E Syl,(02(G)), 
then we have by Proposition 2.4, that O?(G) = A whereupon C(A) < Z*(G), 
giving a contradiction. Therefore we may assume that T, < T n 02(G). 
Suppose that (z) does not have a complement in T. Then Q,(T/T,J = 
(zT,,). Since T, has at most two A-classes of involutions and since x + t + 
zt + z, it follows that either zG f? T, = ,EJ or (zt)G n T,, = a. By 
Proposition 2.6, this implies that either z $ 02(G) or zt $02(G) and we 
conclude that T, = T n 02(G), which we have already ruled out. 
We may therefore assume that (z) has a complement Tl in T. Thus 
T = (z) x Tl , where Tl = (T,, , u) with 1 u j = 2 and where (A, o)/Z(A) e 
Aut (A/Z(A)). We know from Lemma 3.4 that all involutions of (A, U) - A 
are conjugate to 0 and that all involutions of A are squares in (A, u). Since 
z and zt are not squares in G, we must have either zG n Tl = a or 
(zt)G n Tr = o and hence by Proposition 2.6, either z $ 02(G) or 
zt $0?(G), respectively. In either case, .a $ O”(G) and since we have 
T,, < T n 02(G), it follows that T n 02(G) = (To, m) or (T,, , 0). 
Replacing u by zu if necessary, we may assume that Tl E Syl,(02(G)). 
Clearly Tl E Syl,(E(G)) as well and since it follows easily from Lemma 3.4 
that SCN,(T,) = %, we have from [lS, Corollary A] that E(G) is a known 
group. But none of these groups contains a proper subgroup isomorphic to 
(A, U) and we have our final contradiction. 
LEMMA 9.3. [N(T): NH(T)] = 2 and zt N x. 
Proof. This follows from representing N(T) on Z(T) = (z, t) and 
applying Lemma 9.2. 
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LEMMA 9.4. (z) x E contains every D, * Q8 subgroup of T. Moreover, 
E = ((z) x E n tG), hence E is weakly closed in T with respect to G. 
Proof. Let P < T with P g D, * D, and let T = T/(z). Since T/T0 
is abelian, x $ T’ and therefore P c P. Now T is isomorphic to a Sylow 2 
subgroup of Aut(A/Z(A)). It follows from Lemma 3.4 that an involution of 
T - F,, cannot centralize a Qs subgroup of T and since Q,(P) = P we 
conclude that P < F,, . Therefore P = E by Lemma 3.l(iii) and we have 
P ,< (z) x E. The second part follows from Lemma 9.3 and the fact that 
3(E) C tA. 
LEMMA 9.5. Let SE Syl,(C(E)). Then either SE D,, , n > 2 and 
C(E) = O(C(E))S or S e SD,, , n > 3 and C(E)/O(C(E)) E SL,(q)*. 
Proof. We may assume that (t, z) < S. Since C,(z) = (z, t>, it follows 
from Proposition 2.5 that the structure of S and C(E) are as described. It 
suffices to prove that / S 1 > 8. Let T < T* E Syl,(N(T)). Observe that 
E Q TX by Lemma 9.4 and T/C,(E) ma p s onto a Sylow 2 subgroup of Aut(E). 
Therefore T*/&(E) g T/C,(E) and this forces C,(E) < C,,(E), which 
gives / S 1 > 8. 
As in the proof of Lemma 6.5, we may assume that [S, B] = 1 and hence 
[S, /3] = 1 as well. Let K = C@) and E = K/O(K). 
LEMMA 9.6. E(R) g A, x A, OY U,(3). 
Proof. It is clear from Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 that C&)/~(C~(Z)) has a sub- 
group of index 2 isomorphic to 2, x A, and that C~(.%)/Z*(C~(Z)) E M,, . 
Applying Proposition 2.3, it follows that either the result is true, or x E Z*(K). 
But [S, ,6] = 1 and x #Z(S) by Lemma 9.5 implies that z 6 Z*(K) and the 
proof is complete. 
LEMMA 9.7. (z> has a complement in T. 
Proof. If(z) does not have a complement in T, then T/T0 g Z, . It then 
follows that C~(.Y)/O(C~(Z)) has a subgroup of index 2 isomorphic to Z, x A, 
and that CR(~)/Z*(CR(~)) s M,, but that CR(%) does not have a complement 
to (3). Applying Proposition 2.3, we conclude that z E Z*(K) and this contra- 
dicts Lemma 9.6. 
LEMMA 9.8. ZG n A = a. 
Proof. According to Lemma 9.7, we may write T = (x) x <T,, , u), 
where (A, o)/Z(A) s Aut(A/Z(A)). But then z is not a square in G whereas 
every involution of A is a square in (A, u) by Lemma 3.4 and the result 
follows. 
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Remark 9.9. In later arguments we shall need to know the exact structure 
of R and we now describe the various possibilities which may occur. First 
observe that by Lemmas 9.6 and 9.7, we have CR(%) E 2, x Mr,, . 
(i) E(E) s U,(3): Then R- (U,(3), u diag{l, 1, P, l}), where u 
is induced by the field automorphism of U,(3) and (0) = Fp*. Furthermore, 
if c+ Aut(Mc) (see [9]), and since Aut(Mc) c--+ LyS, a Sylow 2 subgroup of 
E has type z,, . 
(ii) E(R) g A, X A,: Thus x is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Aut(A, x AB) in which the centralizer of an involution interchanging the 
two A, direct factors is isomorphic to 2, x Mr,, . Now Aut(A, x A,) may 
be described as follows. Let V = PT’L,(9) and let D E Syl,(V), where 
D = (y, 7, 7 / rz = y2 = 72 = [‘y, ~-1 = (~77)~ = 1, [T, T] = (m)4). Then 
((~7))~~ r> E syl,(v’), (v’, T> z S, , (v’, y> = pGL2(9) and (v’, 7~) G n/r,, . 
If (V x V, 5) s Aut(A, x A,) with 1 5 / = 2, then a is isomorphic to one 
of the following groups with g corresponding to 5, 
(a) (V’ x V’g, (174(dg, 0, or 
(b) (V’ x VIc, (v), 0, or 
(c) (v’ x v”, 7)Tc, 5). 
When referring to the structure of x, we shall use the notation just defined. 
LEMMA 9.10. / S 1 < 16. 
Proof. If 1 S ] > 32, then by Lemma 9.5, S must have an element of 
order 16. But [S, /3] = 1 coupled with S * C,(p) < K implies that K has an 
element of order 16 centralized by a D, subgroup. If E(R) s U,(3), then it is 
easy to check that a Sylow 2 subgroup of z has exponent 8. Thus R is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(A, x A,). But any Z,, subgroup of 
Aut(A, x A,) is self-centralizing and this leads to a contradiction. 
LEMMA 9.11. ZP = zGn S. 
Proof. If S s SD,, , then S has two classes of involutions with represen- 
tatives z and t, and since z + t, we have xs = xG n S. Suppose now that 
S r D,, and T is a noncentral involution of S such that 7 6 zs but 7 = ,@, 
g E G. Since [E, T] == 1 and since all conjugates of E contained in C(z) are 
conjugate in C(z) by Lemma 9.4, we may assume that Es = E. Therefore 
C(E)g = C(E) and so 7 and z must fuse in N(E). Observe that N,(E) covers 
N(E)/C(E) which implies that N(E) = C(E) N,(E). Therefore 7 and x must 
fuse in C(E) which is impossible since C(E) = O(C(E))S by Lemma 9.5. 
It follows from Lemmas 9.5 and 9.10 that 1 S 1 = 8 or 16. We shall treat 
these cases separately in the following two sections. 
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10. THEOREM C: THE CASE 1 S 1 = 16 
We shall retain the notation of Section 9. Setting X = 02(G), our goal is to 
show that Cx(t) is a nontrivial extension of D, * D, * Q8 by Qs-(2). We may 
then apply Proposition 2.2 to conclude that X E S, and G e Aut(S,). 
As in Section 9, we may assume that [B, S] = 1. Now observe that 
C,&S)(=) = NH(E)cS) = EE. Furthermore, if S ,( S* E Syl,(N(E)), then 
SE Syl,(C(E)), implies that S Q S* and hence S* normalizes EB. Since 
xs = zG n S by Lemma 9.11, it follows that I = S*EB < &V,(E). 
Therefore by Lemma 9.7, we may write I = (S * EB)(a), where o is an 
involution of H such that (A, a)/Z(A) g Aut(A/Z(A)), EB(u) covers 
iVcA,,,(E)/Z(A) and SU = S. 
We begin our analysis by determining the exact structure of Y* E 
s~l~(Nd<B))) and Y = WP). 
LEMMA 10.1. Y* n EB(a) = (v, x, u) with relations 
218 = 02 = x2 = 1 [u, x] = v-2, [x, u] = [v, u] = t, 
where Y* n EB = (v, x), Y n EB(o) = (v2, vx, XU) and Y n EB = C,(p) = 
(9, vx). 
Proof. Setting 2 = A/Z(A), it follows that Nn((@))/(~) E PGL,(9) 
[lo, 111 and Nta.a,((p))/(p) E PFL,(9). Thus Y* n EB(u) has type 
PrL,(9) and we may write Y* n EB(u) = (v, x, a), where (v, x) = 
Y* n EB corresponds to a Sylow 2 subgroup of PGL,(B), (v2, vx) = Y n EB 
corresponds to a Sylow 2 subgroup of L,(9) and o acts as the field automor- 
phism on (v, x) with relations as given. Since Y n EB(u) has type M1, by 
Lemma 3.5, we have Y n EB(o) = (v2, vx, xa}. 
Remark. Y* = S(v, x, u) has order 2s and Y = S(v2, vx, xu) has 
order 2’. 
Recall that K = C(p) and E = K/O(K). In addition, let K* = N(Q)) so 
that [if* : E] = 2. 
LEMMA 10.2. K z (U,(3), u diag{l, 1, e2, 1)) and 
R* s (U,(3), u diag{l, 1, 02, I}, diag{l, 1, -1, I}). 
Proof. According to Lemma 9.6, E(K) E U,(3) or A, x A,. If E(R) z 
A, x A,, then using the notation of Remark 9.9, we may embed if in 
(V x Vc, 1) s Aut(A, x A,) with f corresponding to t. Now, Q1(Cr(z)) = 
(z) x <v2, vx) and since <va, vx) < E, we have <v2, vx) = (C,(z) ntG). 
Therefore, we may assume that (v2, vx> corresponds to ((~~)“(~)“t, ryb) < 
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v’xv,r(<). Now this group has centralizer in (I’ x V, 5) equal to 
g(y?r, T) x ((w)~, T><, 5) ES (2, x 2,) ? Z2 whereas Cr(<v2, vx>) = S has 
exponent 8 giving a contradiction. Thus we have E(R) g U,(3) and R is as 
described. The proof is completed by observing that Out( U,(3)) g D, [33], 
and E*/E(R) c+ Out( U,(3)) coupled with the fact that Z(Out(U,(3))) = 
<diag{l, I, --I, 1) U,(3)). 
Remark. It follows from [l l] that K* and R are isomorphic, respectively, 
to the set and point stabilizer of two points in the 2-transitive representation 
of . 3 on 276 points. 
LEMMA 10.3. S z D,, . 
Proof. If S g D,, , then by Lemma 9.5, we have S g SD,, . Let 
Y < J E Syl,(K). Then J has type A’;‘, and Y is a maximal subgroup of J. The 
classes of involutions of two groups of type AT0 are enumerated in [20]. Using 
this information and Lemma 10.1, we are able to deduce that C,(W) = 
(KC) x S = C,(ZXC). But C,(z) = (z) x (v2, VX, xa} = C,(z) is isomorphic 
to C,(VX) whereas all involutions of J whose centralizer is isomorphic to 
Za x SD,, are conjugate in J. Therefore z w vx E E and this contradicts 
Lemma 9.1. 
LEMMA 10.4. Y* = (s, z, v, x, u) with relations as follows. 
$8 = $2 Z vs = x2 = fJ2 = 1, [s, z] = s-2, [x, v] = v-2, 
[s, u] = [x, CT] = [v, u] = t. 
Proof. In light of Lemma 10.1, it suffices to determine the action of (J on S. 
Suppose SO = s or s-l. Then 
C,,(s) = (s) * (71, x, 0) or C,(s) = C(s) * (f4 x>Ku>, 
respectively. In either case, we have j C,,(s)1 = 27 and hence ff* has an 
element of order 8 with centralizer order divisible by 2’ which is easily seen to 
be impossible (in fact, x* c+ . 3 and no element of order 8 of 3 has its 
centralizer order divisible by 27 [9]). Replacing u by uz if necessary, we may 
assume that [s, u] = t. 
LEMMA 10.5. zu N x. 
Proof. The conjugacy classes of 
(U,(3), u diag{ 1, 1, P, l}, diag{l, 1, - 1, I}) g K* 
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are easily determined. In particular, we have the following information. 
(i) An element of order 8 of diag{l, 1, - 1, l} U,(3) has centralizer of 
order 24. 
(ii) u diag{l, 1, &P, l} U,(3) has one class of involutions, each of 
which has centralizer isomorphic to 2, x PrLa(9). 
Observe that ,% lies in the coset of E(K) corresponding to (T diag(1, 1, 
P, I} U,(3). Now C,(v) = (s, z) * (v) has order 26 and v +! K. Therefore by 
(i), we have that v lies in the coset of E(K) corresponding to (T diag(l, 1, 
-P, l} U,(3). Moreover, G E E(C,(%)) implies that B and x lie in the same 
coset of E(z). On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 10.4 that Cyt(u) = 
(sa, x) * (va, vx) x (u) g Z, x D, t D, and since (T 6 K, we have from (ii) 
that (T lies in the coset of E(K) corresponding to diag{ 1, 1, - 1, I} U,(3). Thus 
Za and f lie in the coset of E(E) corresponding to u diag(l, 1, -82, l} U,(3) 
and again by (ii), we conclude that zu N x in K*. 
LEMMA 10.6. z N U. 
Proof. Assume that z + U. Let V = C(zu) and observe from Lemma 3.4 
that (z) x (u) x V,, E Syl,(C,(z)) with V, E Sylz(Ca(u)), V, s D,, . Since 
z + U, it follows that (3) x v,, E Syl,(Cr(~)) for v = V/(zu). By a result of 
Harada [24], we have that v has sectional 2-rank at most 4, and hence by 
Lemma 10.5, the same must hold for C(x)/(x). For I = (S 3 EB)(u), we 
have from Lemma 10.4 that C,(x) 3 (s2, z) * CEB+)(x), with CEB~O,(x) c 
(Z, x Z,) 2 Z,. But then C,(x)/(x) has a subgroup isomorphic to Z, x D, c D, 
which has sectional 2 rank 5. This gives a contradiction and completes the 
proof. 
LEMMA 10.7. Let U = S * E. Then J’&(U) n .zG = 0. 
Proof. Clearly Qs( U) = (s) * E. If 01 is an involution of Q,(U), then 
01 E E or 01 = sf2e with e E E, 1 e 1 = 4. If 01 E E, then 01$ aG by Lemma 9.8 
whereas if 01 = sf2e, then OL is a square in (s) * EB and hence 016 xc by 
Lemma 9.7. 
LEMMA 10.8. N(U)/O(N(U)U z S, . 
Proof. We may assume that O(N(U)) = 1 and set M = N(U). Let 
V = Q,(Q,( U)) = (s2) * E. Clearly V 4 M. Moreover, by Lemmas 9.5 and 
10.3, we have that C,(V) V = sZ,( U) = (s) t E. Since Out(V) s Z, x S, 
and since l/G?a( U) g Z, x S, (with I = (S * EB)(a)), it follows that either 
M/Q,(U) = Z2 x S, , in which case M = I, or M/Q,(U) E Z, x S, 
which gives M/U G S, . If M = I, then xM = zs, hence it suffices to show 
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that .zM g S. Toward that end, let E = (G, vx) c (a, b) e Qs with 
a2 = b2 = t, ub = a-l. If a,, = zbv2, then a,, N .a and C,(z,) = (so) x E, 
with E,, = (~“a, b) * (S~VX, v”) g D, c Qs . Since E,, < G,(U), it follows 
from Lemmas 9.4 and 10.7 that E,, is conjugate to E. Moreover C,(E,J = 
S, = (s, x0). Thus if z” = au, then we may assume that Es = E,, . Now 
Sg E Syl,(C(E)) by Lemma 9.5 and hence Sgh = S, for some h E C(E,). But 
a,, E Sg n S, and .a:0 = z, G n S, by Lemma 9.11 allows us to assume that 
ZO 
h=z o. Thus zgh = a0 and Ugh = (E * S)yh = (E. * Sg)h = E, * S,, == U 
which proves that zM g S as required. 
Let W = (9, ~.a) * E and L = iv(W). We will eventually show that 
O?(L) =m- Cx(t) is a nontrivial extension of D, * D, * QR by Q,-(2). 
LEMMA 10.9. Y(W) C tG. 
Proof. Observe that (So, sz) n .zG = @ by Lemma 9.11 and [S, /3] ~:: I. 
Since all involutions of K - Ol(K> are conjugate to a and all involutions of 
02(K) are conjugate to t, it follows that (s2, sz) < O”(K) whereupon 
(s?, sz) * (v2, ax) < O?(K) and X(( sa, sz) * (v”, vx)) C P. Now any involu- 
tion of W is contained in one of the five sets (s2, sx), E, s%E, , s--?zE, and 
s24 > where E2 = Y(E) - (t> and E., = E - (9(E), I>. But B acts transiti- 
vely on Ez and E, and centralizes (s2, sz). Thus B acts transitively on the 
three sets s3zE,, s-%E, and s2E4. Since each of these sets intersects 
<s2, sx) * (v?, vx) nontrivially, we conclude that Y(W) C tG. 
LEMMA 10.10. L/O(L) W z O,-(2). 
Proof. We first observe that C(W) < C(E) implies that C(W) = 
O(L) Z(W) and therefore E = L/O(L)WC+ Out(W) s O,-(2). Now, 
U/Z(U) z D, x El6 forces U to have precisely two D, * D, * Qs subgroups, 
namely, Wand (sa, z) t E. Furthermore ,a( W) C tG by Lemma 10.9 whereas 
9((s2, z) * E) g tG and we have that W Q N(U). NOW N(U) g 2, x S, by 
Lemma 10.8 with Z(N( U)) = (“) x an since 2, X S, is maximal in O,-(2) d 
[ 131, it suffices to show that 5 $2(L). 
By Lemma 10.6, we have .a N o. We shall show that z N o in L and this 
will complete the proof since o 4 Cl’ and (2) # (6). As in the proof of 
Lemma 10.8, set E := (v9, vx) * (a, b), where (a, b) = [E, p] gg Q, . Since 
,& = p-r, (a, b)O : [E, 81” = (a, b). Moreover, Aut((a, b)) acts as S, on 
the three distinct 2, subgroups of (a, b) and thus we may assume that 
(u)~ = (a). According to Lemma 3.4, C,(U) has a Sylow 2 subgroup isomor- 
phic to D,, and since C,(u) > (v2, vx) by Lemma 10.4, we have that C,(D) = 
(G, vx) and aa =:= a-l. Therefore, E, = C,(u) = (v2, vx) * (9, szu) z 
I), * Qs . Now suppose .z” = (T. By Lemmas 9.4 and 10.9, we may assume 
481/4311-7 
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that Eu = E, . Moreover, as in the proof of Lemma 10.8, we may further 
assume that Sg = (u, C,(E,,)). But by Lemma 10.9, C,(E,,) = (Sg n tG> = 
(S n tG)q = CW(E)g. This implies that 
W!’ = (C,(E) * E)II = C&E,,) * E0 = W 
and the proof is complete. 
Let E = L/O(L) Z(W), W, = 9(W) - (t>, and W, = W - {X(W), l}. 
The classes of involutions of L/ W s O,-(2) and O’(L)/ W together with the 
number of fixed points elements of each class have on W, and W, are as 
follows [13]. 
Class Centralizer order W, W, 
02(E)/ ui (2,) 2j . 3 7 8 
(2.2) 26 . 32 3 12 
LIW (2,) 26 . 3 7 8 
(2%) 27 . 32 3 12 
m 25 . 32 . 5 1.5 16 
(24) 25 . 3 3 4 
Note that the classes (2,) and (2,) of 02(E)/ w correspond to the classes (2,) 
and (2a) of L/ W. Furthermore, both L/W and 02(L/ W) act transitively on W, 
and W, with point stabilizers isomorphic to El6 . S, , Z, x S, and E16 . A, , 
S, , respectively. Since ZW belongs to (2a) of L/ W, we may set Q = (P, z) E 
Syl,( L) with P E Syl,( O?(L)). 
We shall now describe the classes of involutions of e - Wand O%(L) - w. 
It is easy to see that if ? and ;i are involutions of e such that 7 W = +j W, then Q 
and +j fuse in E if and only if they lie in the same orbit of Cz(+jW) acting on 
+j’Cg(+j). Therefore the classes of involutions of J? - W may be determined 
by choosing an involution +j of E such that +jW E (2i) of L/W and then 
computing the orbits of Cz(+jW) acting on +jC,(;i). The same reasoning 
applies to OS(E). 
LEMMA 10.11. The classes of involutions of L - W and Oa(e) - Ware as 
follows with ij an involution such that +jW E (2,) and the orbit lengths are those 
of Cz(5jW) or C,,,,,(+jW) acting on +jC&+j). 
-- 
LI W oyL)/w fj Orbit lengths 
(21) (21) x 4; 12 
(22) (22) ii 4; 12 
(23) H 12; 20 
(24) Zx 8 
Furthermore, in each case, elements from exactly one orbit lift to involutions of L. 
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Proof. The structure of P is described in Lemma 4.3(iii). In particular, - - 
P has an involution G such that (iiW> = Z(P/W) = Z(Q/W) and hence 
@WE (2,). Setting E = (~9, vx) * (a, b) with (a, b) = [E, /3] z Qs and 
observing that C,(x) g E., and p” = p-l, we have that (a, b)” =: (a, b) in 
which case we may assume that a” == u-l and (b)” = (ab). Therefore 
C,(X) = (9, sz) x (&z) z D, x Z, and C,(zx) =: (~a@, s2v2, t) s E, . 
Since x E O”(L) and since x clearly fixes more than three points of W, , it 
follows that ?FE (2,). Also zx $0”(L) and 1 C&&)1 < 1 C,(zx)/ =-= 8 implies -- 
that zxW E (24). We have already noted that XW E (2a) and so the represen- 
tatives +j are correctly chosen. 
We shall prove the result for L and observe that the proof carries through 
without exception for 02(L). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume for the remainder of the proof 
that O(L) = 1. It follows from the character table of O,-(2), that L has an 
element ii of order 3 with / C,(E)/ = 24 and such that a conjugate of 75 lies 
in each of CE(ZTW), C~(XW) and CE(%W). 
Assuming that ii E CE(UW) and observing that 1 CF(%) n C,(u)1 = 4, we 
conclude that (C&i;), ii) acts as E, x Z, on &,(u) with orbits of lengths 4 
and 12. It suffices now to show that arc, contains the images of elements 
of orders 2 and 4 of L. To see this, we first observe that / C,(U)~ = 24 implies 
that j C,(u)] >, 2”. Since m(W) = 3, we have that C,(U) contains elements 
w2 E W, and wq E W, . If 1 u / = 4, then uy q = t forces 1 uw2 i = 4 and 
/ uwq 1 == 2 whereas 1 u / = 2 gives ] uw2 j = 2 and / uwq / = 4. In any case, 
both G2 and uWq are elements of UC&U) with 1 uw2 1 # / uwq 1 as required. 
The corresponding statements about C’E(%W) acting on &‘,(x) are proved 
in the same way. Also I C,(z)[ = 8 forces w to act transitively on xXC&zX). 
It now remains to determine the action of Ci;(.%w) on .%‘&z). First observe 
that / C,(z)/ = 2g . 3 . 5 and z N zt implies that j C&?)l = 2g . 3 . 5. Since 
CL(ZW)/ W g Z, x S, , the orbit containing z has length 12. The remaining 
20 points consist of 10 W orbits of length 2 permuted transitively by CE(zt;ti). 
Finally, 1 zv2 / = 4 and Xv2 belongs to the orbit of length 20. 
Remark. Let 7 be an involution of J% Then 1 CE($I = / C,(fjW)l// 0 1, 
where 0 is the orbit containing ;j of CE(+j W) acting on ijCw($. 
LEMMA 10.12. Let 7 be an involution of L such that ;iw belongs to (2,), 
(23) or (2J. Then 17 - x, 7 - z or 7 - zx in L, respectively. Moreover 
1 C,(x)!, = 210, I C,(z)/, = 29, and / C,(xx)l, = 25. 
Proof. It follows from the previous remark and Lemma 10.11 that 
/ C,(+j)12 = 21°, 2g or 2* according to whether +jw lies in (22), (2s) or (24), 
respectively. Furthermore, by Lemma 10.11, we have that 77 N X, z or 5% inz. 
The result now follows from observing that s N xt, z N zt, and zx ,- zxt in 
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L which implies that the classes %‘, .8, and s do not split in L and that 
I CdX)12 = I C&h , I C&)12 = I CE(% and I G(@12 = I C&xh . 
LEMMA 10.13. .zG n P = o. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 10.12 that if 7 is an involution of P, then 
1 Cz(q)la = 21° or 211 according to whether ?jmlies in (2,) or (2a), respectively. 
Since I C~(;i)/a 1 / C,(~)la and since 1 C(z)la = 29, it follows that x + 7. 
LEMMA 10.14. Q n .zG has an odd number of extremal classes. 
Proof. Let z = .zr and ziQ, i = I,..., k be the extremal classes of zG n Q. 
It follows from Lemmas 10.12 and 10.13 that zi -a in L. Moreover 
Z(C,(zi)) = (zi , t) implies that fi - .zit in Q and therefore sii”, i = I,..., k 
are the extremal classes of Q n z ‘. Thus it suffices to show that Q n Z’ has 
an odd number of extremal classes. 
Let 4 be the permutation character of L acting on Syl,(L) so that # is the 
identity character of g induced to z. Furthermore, let ,%$i ,..., z,O be the 
nonextremal classes of sL n Q. Then 
Since I Syl,(L)j is odd, we have that #(-) z is odd and since 2 1 [Ci;(%) : C~(zj)], 
j = k + l,..., n, it follows that Cr=, [CE(%): C&Z~)] is odd. But each summand 
is odd and this forces k to be odd as required. 
LEMMA 10.15. Q E Syl,(G). Therefore x 6 X and P E Syl,(X). 
Proof. If Q < Q* E Syl,(G), then No,(Q) > Q and No,(Q) acts on the 
extremal classes of zG n Q. Since zG n Q has an odd number of extremal 
classes by Lemma 10.14, it follows that No,(Q) stabilizes some 
extremal class, say xio. But then Cog > Co(za) and this contradicts 
cQ(zi) E sY12(c(zi)). 
We have shown that Q E Syl,(G). Since zG n P = o by Lemma 10.13, it 
follows from Proposition 2.6 that z 4 X. However, PE Syl,(O?(L)) and 
therefore P E Syl,(X) as required. 
LEMMA 10.16. A z HJ. 
Proof. Suppose in fact that A/Z(A) E HJM. Recall that 7’ = (z) x 
(To , a> E Syl,(H) with To E Syl,(A). Let F be an El6 subgroup of To and let 
E = (z,F). It follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.7 that all Eaz subgroups of T 
are conjugate to E and E E Syl,(C(E)). Since [N(T): N,(T)] = 2 by 
Lemma 9.3, we must then have N,(E) < N(E). We are primarily interested 
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in the structure of N(E)/O(N(E)) and therefore we may assume that 
O(N(E)) = 1 in which case N,(E) = (z) x D with F < D and D/F g 
NAg((( 123))). Representing N(E) on zF = zG n E and observing that N,(E) 
has orbits {z} and zF# on zF, it follows from N,(E) < N(E) that N(E) acts 
transitively on zF. This implies that 1 N(E)/ = 16 j N,(E)]. Furthermore, by 
representing N(E) onF and using the fact that Aut,(F) z D/F z NAs((( 123))) 
is maximal in Aut(F), we see that K = C,(,)(F) has order 2g. Let N(E) = 
N(E)/F = KD. Since we may “transfer” z off N(E), it follows that N(E) = 
LD(%), where L is a maximal subgroup of K containing F. An easy argument 
ensures that e e El6 and D acts faithfully on L. Now an A, subgroup of D 
acts transitively on both F and L/F. Applying a result of Higman [25, 
Theorem 8.21, we have L g Ep . 
We have shown that m(Q) 3 8. However, Q/W has type A,, [18, Part II, 
Lemma 2.71 and hence m(Q) < m(W) + m(Q/ W) < 3 + 4 = 7, which gives 
a contradiction. 
LEMMA 10.17. x + t. 
Proof. Let J = C(x) and J = J/O(J)(x). It follows from Lemmas 10.16 
and 3.4 that CJ(Z) z 2, x Z, x S, . But Lemma IO.11 ensures that every 
involution of C(t)/O(C(t))(t) h as centralizer divisible by 2* and therefore 
x 4 t. 
LEMMA 10.18. C,(t)/O(C,(t)) is a nontrivial extension of D, * D, * Q8 by 
-Q-G% 
Proof. Let Cx(t) = Cx(t)/O(Cx(t))(t). By Lemma 10.10, it suffices to 
show that L n X = O?(L) covers Cx(t). We begin by proving that p is 
strongly closed in P with respect to C,,-(t). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that O(C,(t)) = 1. According 
to Lemma 4.3(iii), we may set V(P) = Z(P) = (a& for w2 E W, . Suppose 
that +j is an involution of P - W which fuses into W, in Cx(t). Since 02(L) 
acts transitively on W, , we may assume that q N tiz in Cx(t). If +j@~ (21) of 
02(E)/W, then 77 N x in L by Lemma 10.12 and Y(W) C tG by Lemma 10.9 
forces t N x which contradicts Lemma 10.17. If +~WE (22) of 02(,!$m, then 
-- 
we may assume that (VW) = Z(P/ W). Furthermore, if +j’ = az , g E Cx(t), 
then g may be chosen so that Cp(# < p. But Uz(C~(?j)) is nontrivial by 
Lemma 4.3(iv) and since u”(P) = (tiz), we must have @: = Us contra- 
dicting +j’ = W, . Ciearly no element of W, fuses into W, and so we have 
shown that W, is strongly closed in H with respect to Cx(t). 
Suppose now that 7 fuses into tti;, in Cx(t). We may assume from Lemma 
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10.11 that 1 C,(+j)l = 2B or 21° according to whether ijw lies in (2,) or (2.J of 
OS(e). We may further assume that 7jl = U~, where &?d E W, with 
1 C,(W,)/ = 21° and where C,($r < Cp(~,). If ?jW E (2a), then C,(q)% = 
C,(~ii,) and therefore C,z(# = CRY since ma is strongly closed in H 
with respect to Cx(t). But / C,,(+j)/ = 3 whereas 1 CVz(%$)i = 27. Suppose 
on the other hand that OWE (2,). Then 1 Cpz($ = 7 and therefore C,(+j>r is 
a subgroup of C~(W,) containing exactly seven elements of W, . But Cp(q)” is 
maximal in Cp(%& implies that either W < C,(# or W n C,(# is maximal 
in W. The first case is clearly impossible whereas in the second case, 
C,(# n W must be the image of a subgroup of W isomorphic to 2, * D, * Q8 
or 2, x D, * Qs and must then contain more than seven elements of W, . 
We have shown that m is strongly closed in p with respect to Cx(t) and 
may now apply Goldschmidt’s theorem [ 151 in conjunction with the structure 
of O”(z) < Cr(l) to conclude that W 4 Cx(t). Therefore O%(L) = Cx(t) 
and the proof is complete. 
In order to finish the proof of Theorem C, we must show that O(C,(t)) = 1, 
for then we may quote Proposition 2.2 to obtain X s S, . 
LEMMA 10.19. xGn C(t) = z&(t). 
Proof. Since L covers C(t)/O(C(t)) by Lemma 10.18, it suffices, according 
to Lemma 10.12, to show that z + zx. Suppose (zz)” = x, where it may 
be assumed that Cog < Co(z) with Co(zx) E Syl,(C((zx, t))) and 
Co(z) E Syl,(C(z)). Thus 1 C,(zx)i = 2’ by Lemma 10.12 and C,(zx)Y < 
C,(z). Now Cp(zx)” is a maximal subgroup of C,(x) and therefore it follows 
that Z(C,(zx)~) ,( Z,(C,(z)). But then tg E Z,(C,(z)) and all involutions of 
Z,(C,(z)) are conjugate in C,(z) to t allows us to choose g so that tg = t. 
Thus xx fuses to z in C(t) which contradicts Lemmas 10.12 and 10.18. 
Let t, be a noncentral involution of C,(z) = E. 
LEMMA 10.20. Let 1 # A, , A, E (t, tl). Then O(C(A,)) n C(zA,) = 
O(C(4)). 
Proof. It follows from the structure of C(zh,) that (A, , ha) < E(C(zA,)) 
and therefore O(C(xA,)) < C(A,). But C(A,) is 2-constrained and thus 
O(C(zX,)) n C(h,) < O(C(h,)) [17, p. 901 which forces O(C(zA,)) < 
O(C(A,)). It suffices to prove that O(C(X,)) n C(zh,) < O(C(zh,)). However, 
this follows from Lemma 3.4, where it is shown that every involution of 
C(xh,)/O(C(zX,)) has core-free centralizer. 
LEMMA 10.21. O(C(U) = O(%?)), 4 ,A, E (4 o+. 
Proof. Suppose A, # A, and consider {r, AZ) acting on O(C(X,)). It then 
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follows that O(C(X,))=(O(C(h,)) n C(X): X E (z, X2)*). But O(C(X,)) n C(h) = 
O(C(h)) < O(C(X,)) for h E {z, zh,} by Lemma 10.20 whereas O(C(h,)) n 
C(h,) < O(C(h,)) (cf. [17]) and therefore O(C(h,)) < O(C(h,)). Similarly 
O(C(X,)) < O(C(h,)) and the result is proved. 
LEMMA 10.22. X = (Cx(t), Cx(tr)). 
Pmof. Suppose X0 = (Cr(t), Cx(t,)) < X. Since [z, t] = [z, tr] = 1, we 
have X0* = X0. Now according to Lemma 10.19, Cr((t, z)) and Cx((tI , z)) 
are conjugate in X. Thus Cr((t, z)) and Cr((tr , z)) map onto distinct 
maximal subgroups [ll] of C,(z)/O(C(z)) s Aut(HJ). Since O(C(z)) < 
O(C,((t, z))) by Lemma 10.20, it then follows that C,(z) = (Cx((tI , z)), 
C,((t, z))) = Cr,(x). At this point, we may assume that G = (X, z) is a 
minimal counterexample to Theorem C. Applying our induction hypothesis 
to (X,, , ,z)/O(X,), we must then have X,/0(X,) s S, . According to 
Lemma 3.8, it follows that t and x are representatives of the 2-classes of 
involutions of X0 , where tO(X,) and x0(X,) correspond to the classes (2,) 
and (2a) of S, , respectively. Since the centralizers of involutions of S, are 
core-free, we have O(C,(X)) < 0(X,,) for X E (t, t,)#. By considering the 
action of (t, tr) on 0(X,) and applying Lemma 10.21, it then follows that 
0(X’,) = O(C(h)), x E <t, tp. 
We shall now show that Cx,(x) = C,(x). Assume x is chosen so that x 
commutes with (t, tr). Now O(C(x)) f~ C(h) < O(C(h)) for X E (t, t,#) 
(cf. [17]) and therefore by the action of (t, tr> on O(C(x)) we have that 
O(C(x)) < 0(X,,). Observe that by Lemma 3.8, C,(x) = C,(x)/O(C(x)) and 
- - 
CXn(x) satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3.9 with C,(x) and Cx,(x) in the 
roles of G and H, respectively. Thus C,(x) = Cx,(x) O(C(x)) and since 
O(C(x)) < 0(X,,), it follows that C,(x) = Cx,(x). 
We have shown that X,, contains C,(U) f or each involution u E X,, and since 
a Sylow 2 subgroup of X has center of order 2, we conclude that X,, is strongly 
embedded in X. But then X has one class of involutions contradicting 
Lemma 10.17. 
LEMMA 10.23. O(C(t)) = 1. 
Proof. Since X = (Cx(t), Cr(tr)) by Lemma 10.22 and since O(C(t)) = 
O(C(t,)) by Lemma 10.21, we have O(C(t)) < O(X) = 1. 
Lemmas 10.18 and 10.23 put us in the position where we can now quote 
Proposition 2.2 to obtain X s S, . Thus G = (X, z) z Aut(S,) and the 
proof of Theorem C is completed in this case. 
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11. THEOREM C: THE CASE 1 S 1 = 8 
We shall retain the notation of Section 9. Setting X = 02(G), we shall 
prove that (z, 02(G)) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem B and then conclude 
that A is simple and (AG) g A x A. The course of our proof very closely 
follows that of Theorem B and we will often refer to arguments given in 
Section 6. 
Let S = (OL, z 1 01~ = z2 = (.xz)” =: 1). As in Section 10, we may construct 
a group 1 = (S *E@(o), where 0 is an involution of H such that 
(A, a)/Z(A) z Aut(A/Z(A)). Since a0 = 01 or olt by Lemma 9.11, we may 
replace 0 by zu if necessary to insure that O;O = LY. Therefore I = S * EB(a). 
- 
By representing N(E) = N(E)/O(N(E) on ,PcE) = {%, a}, we have the 
following result. 
LEMMA 11.1. I covers N(E)/O(N(E)). 
LetU=S*EandM=N(U). 
LEMMA 11.2. The following holds. 
(i> ,xM = .zGn u. 
(ii) If lTi = M/O(M)(t), then z/u z El6 . S, and (G) = Z(M). 
Proof. Since the arguments in both (i) and (ii) are very similar to the proofs 
of Lemmas 6.8 and 6.9, respectively, we shall only sketch the details. 
S uppose zg = z0 E U, g E G. Since C,(x,) E 2, x D, * Q8, it follows 
from Lemma 9.4 that C,(z,) = (za) x E,, , where E, = <C,(q,) n tG). 
Furthermore Eg is conjugate to E,, in C(.z,) and thus we may assume that 
Es = E,, . Now U = S,, * E. , where S, E Syl,(C(E)) and therefore we may 
find h E C(E) such that Sgh = S, . Applying Lemma 9.11, it then follows that 
h may be chosen so that zgSh = z,, and Ugh = (S * E)gh = S,, * E0 = U, 
proving (i). -- 
Since O(M)(t) = C(U), it follows that MC, Aut(U) with M/UC+ 
Out(U) s O,-(2). Let En and 77, be the noncentral elements of E and U of 
order n, rz = 2, 4. According to part (i), {z} u xE, C zj”. If in fact equality 
occurs, then (z”) = (z) x E 4 M and since (tG n (z> x E) = E by 
Lemma 9.4, we have that E 4 M. But then S = C,(E) 4 M which contra- 
dicts zM q S. We may then show that ,@ = {z} u zxa u a4 and Em = ol. 
Since CB(Z) = N,(E) = f by Lemma 11.1, it follows that 1 M 1 = 16 1 CM(Z)/ -- -- 
which gives / M/U 1 = 27 . 3 . 5. In addition, M/U stabilizes ol and therefore 
MIUr E,, . S, . This completes the proof of (ii). 
The structure of M is completely determined by Lemma 4.3(ii). In 
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particular, M has a 2-subgroup Q such that Q = Qr * QZ with 81” = Q, s 
D, *Qs and where &!i = (Qr * &s)((%) x B*) with B* z S, and 
[Qi , B*] = pi , i = 1,2. Sett’ mg L = N(Q), it follows that L n M covers 
ii? = M/O(M) and C,,,(Z) covers C,(Z) = J. Therefore QC,,,(a) covers 
A?f. Now CL,+&) cm) = EB and this implies that CL&x) has a subgroup 
containing (z) x EB with index 2. By the structure of C(Z), we may now 
construct a subgroup N* of M such that N* covers i@ and N* = 
Q((z) x B)(a), where 1 u j = 2, [o, .z] = 1, and EB(a) is isomorphic to the 
centralizer of a central involution of Aut(A/Z(A)). 
Let N = Q((z) x B). 
LEMMA 11.3. The following holds in N. 
(i) C,,,(U) = QB. Hence Z(Q) = ((u, t) = Q’. 
(ii) Qi-(t) xPi,wherePi~D,*Q,,[Pi,B] ==Pi,P,nP,=l, 
and Q = PIP,. 
(iii) ao n Q = 0. 
(iv) C,(p) is a special 2-group of order 64 with center Z(Q). Moreover 
CO(P) = Cp,(W~,(B) with C&V = C&V = 4 and Gg&) = CdP) s Q. 
Proof. The first two statements are proved as in Lemmas 6.10 and 6.11. 
The third statement follows from the observation that if y E$(Q), then 
Co(,) has sectional 2 rank at least 6. The last statement is clear. 
Recall that K = C(p) and i( = K/O(K). Also we shall let J,, E Syl,(O”(K)) 
and Jo < J E W,(K). 
LEMMA 11.4. E(R) s A, x A, , 
Proof. If the statement is not true, then by Lemma 9.6, we must have 
E(R) s 5(3). Thus by,Remark 9.9(i), we may set J = (Jo , z), where J, 
has type A, , J has type A,, , and all involutions of J - Jo are conjugate to Z. 
Assuming that Co@) < J, we must have Co@) < lo and since Z(C&)) = 
Z(Q), it then follows from [20, Lemma 3.11 that Co(p) has type L,(4). Now Jo 
has precisely two El6 subgroups, call them FI and F, . Moreover F,” = Fz and 
(FI , F,) F= C&3). But Cc-&z) g D, by Lemma 11.3(iv) implies that z 
centralizes a noncentral involution of Co@) an since all noncentral involu- d 
tions of C&3) lie in either FI or Fz and have FI or F2 as their centralizer, we 
conclude that z must normalize both FI and F, which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 11.5. Q=PIxP,. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 6.12, it suffices to show that C&3) s 
D, x D,. This unfortunately, is not readily forthcoming and requires 
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calculations inside K. Applying Lemma 11.4 and using the notation of 
Remark 9.9, it follows that E is isomorphic to one of the following groups. 
6) W x V’(, (T>(T)~, 0, 
(ii) (V’ x V’r, 77, 5), 
(iii) (V’ X V’c, +, 5). 
Thus Jis isomorphic to a Sylow 2 subgroup of one of the groups enumerated 
above. Moreover, if the image ofj E J under the isomorphism is denoted by;, 
then we may assume that 2 = 5 and I,, = ((y~)~, r) x ((~r1)~, r)C. Thus r 
is one of the following groups. 
Let Jr = Co@). We may assume that Jr < J and recall that Jr is a special 
2-group of order 64 with center of order 4 and with CJ,(z) g D, . Our goal is 
to show that Jr = J,, E D, x D, . 
Since CJ1(z), is generated by involutions conjugate to t, we must have 
CJl(z) < (t n C,(z)) ,( OS(K). Th ere f ore CJ,(z) < Js which forces CJ,(.a) = 
CJ,([) = ((~17)~(yr1)~r, WC). Now CJ((CJ1(z), a)) = (a, t) implies that 
CJ(CS,([)) is isomorphic to SD,, or D,, , n 3 2. But Z(ja) is a normal E4 
subgroup of CJ(CJ,(~)) as is Z(Jl) and we conclude that Z(li) = Z(J,). An 
immediate consequence is that j, < CJ(Z(J,J). In cases (i) and (ii) we then 
have j; < <i,, (q~)(v)‘) and 3, d <30y ~7, (TTY> z f% x SDl, , 
respectively, which combined with &(3,) = Jr gives 3, = r,, . In case (iii), 
we have j, < (i, , +,T%). Furthermore (Jo, (~T)(TT)~) maps onto the 
centralizer of rycZ(jO) in (Jo, ?T’, 7f~>/.i?(3,) and since [I, , VV~] < Z((ja) 
and 3JZ(jo) s El,, it then follows that Jr < (jb , (~T)(TT)~>. Reasoning as 
above, we have Ii = jb and the proof is complete. 
Lemmas 11.3 and I I .5 imply that N = (Pr x Z’J((.a) x B), where 
Prz = P2 and P,B g (D, * Q&l5 , i = 1,2. Let <ai) = Z(P,), i = I,2 so 
that Z(Q) = (ar, a2) and t = ollolz . In the course of proving Lemma 11.5, 
we showed that Co@) E Sy12(02(K)). S ince every involution of OS(K) is 
conjugate to 01~ , olz or fxlo12 , we may argue as in Lemma 6.14 to obtain the 
following result. 
LEMMA 11.6. Every involution of Q is conjugate in X to q , 01~ OY ollo12 . 
As in Section 6, we shall analyze the structure of L = N(Q). For that pur- 
pose, we need to know certain properties of the group N* = Q((z) x B(a)) 
introduced before. Now EB has one class of &subgroups by Lemma 3.3 
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and this implies that EB(a) = ENEBcOj (B). Moreover B fixes exactly two 
elements of B (see Lemma 4.2), namely, (Pi , Pz) and (Pz , PI), and therefore, 
we may replace u by zu if necessary to ensure that Pi0 = P, , i = 1,2. 
LEMMA 11.7. Let S be an involution of QB(a) - QB. Then C,*(S) z D, , 
i = 1, 2. In particular, COB(u) = (CpJo) x C,z(a))(b), where b E B and 
GJ~>, b) cz 4, > i = 1,2. Thus.zGnQB(a) = O. 
Proof. We begin by showing that all involutions of EB(o) - EB are 
conjugate to U. Now EB(u) = EB(u)/Z(E) G El6 . S, has two classes of 
involutions not contained in EB. Since the class corresponding to 6 does not 
split in EB(u), it suffices to produce an element p of order 4 such that p 6 EB 
and p” = aJaz . But such an element is contained in CEB(,,)(/3) z Z, x SD,, 
by Lemma 3.5. 
Now C&u) =: <C,(u), b) e D,, with b E B and CE(u) s D, . Setting 
CE(U) = (P,P,Z, slslz: p, ) s1 E PI ) p,* r= s: = (p,s,)2 = l), it follows easily 
that C,(u) = Cpl(u) x Cpz(u> = <P, I sJ x (P, , sJz and C&u) = Co(u)(b) 
with (CPl(u), b)” = (CPz(u), b) s D,, . Suppose that S is an involution of 
QB(u) ~ QB. Since EB(u) n PI = I, we have QB((T)IP, = QB(u) = 
EB(u) g EB(u) and therefore by the result of the first paragraph, we must 
have S conjugate to up, E uPI. By the same result, up,piz is conjugate to u in 
EB(u) and so CPl(uPlpiz) g D, . But CP1(uplplz) = Cp,(upl) giving 
CPl(upr) s D, . Also CPz(uppl) = C,z(u) s D, and we have C,&(S) E D, , 
i = 1,2. 
Finally, suppose that S E&B(U) A .zG. According to Lemma 6.13, every 
involution of QB has centralizer with sectional 2 rank at least 6, thus we may 
assume that S E QB(u) - QB. But then Co(S) s D, x D, may be embedded 
in C(S)/O(C(S))(S) g Aut(A/Z(A)) and h ence by Lemma 3.4 can be embedded 
in a 2-group of type HJ contradicting Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 11.8. If Q,, < N* with Q,, z Q and Z(Q,) = Z(Q), then QO = Q. 
Proof. Clearly Q0 < C&Z(Q)) = QB(u). If Q0 f QB, then it follows 
from G,(Q) = Q and Lemma 6.13(i) that Q = QO. Thus assume that 
Q0 = (Q n QB, S), where S E QB(u) - QB and / Q0 r\ QB / = 29. Setting 
QB(u) = QB(u)/Z(Q), we see from the action of B on Q that an I&, subgroup 
of QB must be contained in Q and therefore 1 Q0 n Q 1 = 29. But then 8 
-- 
centralizes Q0 n Q s E,, and since pi 4 QB(+, i = 1,2, we must have 
[pi , 81 = I or [pz, S] = 1 which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 11.9. If z - ZU, then z N zu in L = N(Q). 
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Proof. Suppose that zg = zu, g E G. Since Py = Pz , we have Co(,z~) = 
E,, s D, * Qs and therefore by Lemmas 9.4 and 11.3(iii), we may assume 
that Eg = EO. Now (a, Z(Q)> = SE Syl,(C(E)). Furthermore (ZU, Z(Q)) E 
Syl,(C(E,J), hence by Lemma 9.11 we may assume that So = (zo, Z(Q)). 
Because Z(Q) is the subgroup of S generated by involutions not conjugate to z, 
we must have Z(Q)” = Z(Q). Observe that Q E Syl,(O,,,,(O’(M)) (M = N(U), 
U = S * E) whereupon Qg E Sy1a(02~,2(03(Mg))). However, Q normalizes 
Us = S* * E, = (Z(Q), zo) * Co(xa) and Z(Q) = Z(Qg) together with 
Lemma 11.8 implies that 8”” = Q for some h E O(Mg). But [za, O(Mg)] = 1 
and so gh conjugates z to zu and normalizes Q as required. 
The next result shows that L/O(L) Z(Q) acts faithfully on Q and is proved 
exactly as in Lemma 6.15. 
LEMMA 11.10. C(Q) = O(L) Z(Q). 
Let E = L/O(L)Q. 
LEMMA Il. Il. Cz(z) = m* = (5) x B(o). 
Proof. As in Lemma 6.16, we have that C~(Z) is covered by N*O(L) and 
the result follows. 
LEMMA 11.12. Either e g Z, x S, or E(L) E A, x A, and E 4 
Aut(A, x AJ. 
Proof. As in Lemma 6.17, we may show that J? 4 Out(Q) s 
(El6 . 5’s) t Z, with z corresponding to a “wreathing” involution and the only 
possibilities consistent with the structure of CL(~) are those enumerated above. 
LEMMA 11.13. E(L) e A, x A,. 
Proof. If the statement is false, then by Lemma 11.12, we have L = fl*. 
Since our argument involves only the structure of L/O(L), we may assume, 
without loss of generality that O(L) = 1, in which case L = N* -= 
Q((z) x B(u)). Let R* = R(z, U) E Syl,(L) with R E SyI,(QB). 
(i) R* E Syl,(G). 
Suppose in fact that R* < R, E SyI,(G) so that R* < NR1(R*). Then there 
exists an element 6 E R, - R* such that R*a = R* and Ss E R*. Now it is 
easy to see that Z(Q) = Z,(R*), forcing Z(Q”) = Z(Q). Thus Q” satisfies the 
hypothesis of Lemma 11.8 and we conclude that Q” = Q. But R* E Syl,(L) 
and this leads to a contradiction. 
(ii) R = R* n 27. 
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We first observe from Lemma 11.7 that zG n R(o) = o and so z $ X by 
Proposition 2.6. Also Oa(QB) = QB gives R < X. Suppose now that 
R < R* n X in which case R* n X = R(o) or R* n X = R(m). In the 
first case we set I’ = C(a) and v = V/(u) and observe from Lemma 11.9 
and the structure of L that z + zu. Since a Sylow 2 subgroup of C,(z) has 
the form ‘<a) x (u) x P, where P= D,, by Lemma 3.4, it follows that 
(z> x P t Syl,(Cp(~)) and therefore r(V) < 4 by [24]. But if 6 E 9(R), then 
Lemma 6.13(i) together with the structure of Q ensures that r(C(S)/(S)) > 5 
and this forces SG n R = % . Applying Proposition 2.6 we obtain an immediate 
contradiction. If R* n X = R(m), then z + z . xu = u by Lemma 11.7 
and we may use the same argument to obtain a contradiction. 
Since R* n X = R, it follows that (z, X) satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem B whereas (z, X) does not satisfy its conclusion. This completes 
the proof. 
In the remainder of the section we shall be interested only in the structure 
ofL/O(L). Therefore without loss of generality, we may assume that O(L) = 1. 
LEMMA 11.14. O?(L) = K,K, , where [Kl , K,] = 1, Klz = K, , md 
Ki = P,Bi with either 
(i) Bi z A,, Ki g (D, * Q8)A5, and O’(L) = Kl X K, , or 
(ii) Z(KJ = Z(Q) = Kl n K2 , Z(Bi) = (CI~U$ and aE1 involutions of 
K - Q are conjugate to b. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 11.10 that L/Z(Q) acts faithfully on Q and 
from Lemma 11.13 that O?(L)/Q s A, x A, . Since Co2&z) = EB by 
Lemma 1 I .1 1, we may then argue exactly as in Lemma 6.19 to complete the 
proof. 
We observe that 02(L) fixes precisely two pairs of G (see Lemma 4.2), 
namely, (PI, Pz) and (P2, PI), and therefore, if S EL, then either Kis = Ki , 
P.s = P or K,” = K PI” = P2. Since C,(z) = (z) x EB(u) by 
LLmma i 1.11, where wesire assuming that Pi” = Pi , i = 1,2, we then have 
Kiu -m= Ki , i = 1,2. By Lemmas Il. 12 and 11.13, it then follows that either 
L = (O”(L), a, u) or L/Q z S, l Z, . Applying these observations in con- 
junction with Lemma 4.2(ii), we see that two cases arise: 
(A) L =- (O?(L), z, u> and 
(B) E = L/Z(Q) = ((Rr,ar) x (Ka,&))(fj with (i;=,,# = 
(R, , G2) c El6 . Sj . Moreover CL(&) = (Kj , Z(Q), uj), i # j. 
We remark that [ui , Kj] = 1, i # j, is an easy consequence of the 3-sub- 
group lemma together with the observations that Ki is perfect and 
[ui > Kjl < Z(Kj). 
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LEMMA 11.15. If S E 9(02(L)), then r(C(S)/(S)) > 5. Consequently 
xGn 02(L) = m. 
Proof. According to Lemma 11.14 either 02(L) s (Ds * Qs) A, x 
(D, * Q&4, or every involution of O?(L) - Q is conjugate to an element of 
QB. The result follows directly in the first case and from Lemma 6.13 in the 
second case. The second statement is an immediate consequence of the fact 
that r(C(z)/(x)) = r(Aut(A/Z(A)) = 4 by Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 11.16. Theorem C is true in case (A). 
Proof. We shall show that (z, X) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem B. 
Let R = Rl * RI, E Sy12(02(L)) with Ri E SyI,(K,), i = 1, 2 and let R* = 
(Ii, z, u) E Syl,(L) with Rio = R, , i = I, 2, RIZ = R, . 
(9 .zR* = xG n R*. 
It follows from Lemma 11.15 that zG n O”(L) = @. Now suppose that 
S is an involution of (O”(L), u) - 02(L). Then (KiQ, o>/Q g S, , i = 1,2 
implies that 6 is conjugate to an element of uQ. But zG n (Q, u) = o by 
Lemma 11.7 and so zG n (Ii, u) = a. If 6 is an involution of (R, au), then 
i?,’ = a, implies that S is conjugate to an element of z&(Q). Since 
(z(Q), => cs D, > we have that S - .za and hence .zuR contains one class of 
involutions of R*. But a + a(~ in L forces x + au in G by Lemma 11.7 and 
hence zG n (R, au) = 0. The same argument shows that zR contains one 
class of involutions of R* and we conclude that sG n R* = .zR*. 
(ii) R* E SyI,(G). 
This follows from (i) and the fact that CR*(x) E Syl,(C(z)). 
(iii) R*nX = R. 
Since z $ X by Proposition 2.6 and part (i) and since R < OB(L), it follows 
that if the result is not true then R* n X = (R, xu) or (R, u). We may 
now argue as in part (ii) of Lemma 11.13 to see that in the first case 
r(C(zu)/(zu)) ,< 4 whereas in the second case r(C(u)/(u)) < 4. However, by 
Lemma 11.15, we then have either (zu)~ n R = @ or aY n R =: ~3, 
respectively, and this contradicts Proposition 2.6. 
Now R E Syl,(X) by part (iii) and C,(z) E Syl,(A) implies that (a, X} 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem B and therefore G satisfies the conclusion 
of Theorem C. 
LEMMA 11.17. Theorem C is true in case (B). 
Proof. We shall use the notation established in our description of case (B). 
Let Li = (Ki , Z(Q), u,), Ri E SyI,(K,) and (Ri , Z(Q), ui) E Syl,(L,). Then 
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LIZ = L, and R* = (R, ui , as)(x) E Syl,(L) with (I?, , ei)i = (8,) 6s). 
As in the proof of Lemma 11.15, our goal is to show that (X, Z) satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem B. 
(i) Let si be an involution of Li - Pi . Then CL<(&) has a Sylow 2 
subgroup isomorphic to E, x D, . Moreover, if & 6 &, then C, (Si) z D, 
OrQ,. 
The first statement is an easy consequence of the fact that & = Aut, (Pi) z 
E,, . Ss . In order to prove the second statement we first observe tha;Ei acts 
faithfully as Aut(P,) on Pi by Lemma 3.3. Moreover, it is easy to show that 
there are two classes of involutions in & - & and three classes of involutions 
in &with an involution of Ri having centralizer in Pi isomorphic to either E4 , 
-% x Qs, or 2, * D, . It suffices therefore to produce involutory automor- 
phisms of Pi with centralizer in Pi isomorphic to D, and Qs , respectively. 
Since Pi --:: lJi t Vi with Ui e Qs , Vi g D, , we may construct involutory 
automorphisms qi and yi such that ( Ui , yi) z SD,, , [Vi , yi] = 1 and 
[Ui , yil = 1, (Vi, yd LZ 4,. Clearly Cpt(rli) ES D, and Cpi(yi) z Q8 as 
required. 
(ii) zR* = zG n R contains all involutions of R* - (R, cri , u2). Thus 
R* E Syl,(G) and z 6 X. 
Since (Oz), ~?i ,&) s El6 . S, >< El6 S, , it follows from (i) that every 
involution of (O”(L), oi, u2) has centralizer with order divisible by 210. 
Thus zG n (R, crl, a& = D. Moreover ,Z interchanges the direct factors 
(zl , Tr) and (E , TZ) of (IT ,-< , 7s) and therefore if z. is an involution of 
R* - (R, crl , u,>, then 1, E fR*. But this implies that z. is conjugate to an 
element of 22(Q), all of whose involutions are conjugate in R* and this gives 
so e zR* = ZG n R as required. The second statement follows easily. 
(iii) If (T $ X, then (X, Z) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem B. 
It follows from part (ii) that z - zu F$ X. Also, C,,(x) = (z) x C,(Z)(U) E 
Syl,(C(z)). Thus if u $ X, then C,(x) E Syl,(C,(x)) in which case (X, Z) 
clearly satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem B. 
Since the result is true if u $X by part (iii), we may assume from here 
on that D E X. Thus CL&z) = EB(u). Setting Lo = L n X and 
R, = R* n X E Syl,(X), it follows directly that 
(iv) EitherL, = (02(L), ml) and R, = (R, .mJ orL, = (02(L), gl, 02> 
and R, = (R, ul , u2). 
(v) oGnQ = a. 
It follows from Lemma 11.6 that every involution of Q is conjugate to a1 
or olro~~ and either 01~ is extremal in R* or 01~ N tilo12 N 01s . Suppose 0~~ is
extremal in R* and let ug = 01~ with C&u)” .< CR*(al). Then z E CR*(u) 
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implies that zg E CR*(&, contradicting part (ii). If ug = o~i~ls with I?~.(‘J)Q < R*, 
then again by part (ii), we may assume that 9 = z which implies that 0 and 
011~~s fu e in C(z), contradicting the fact that 01i% E E < @(C(z)) whereas 
0 $ 02(C(4). 
(vi> I CL(b)12 = P = I CL(412. 
Observe that 6 = &S2 for involutions & ELM - &. Since (O?(E), er, e2) s 
Eis . S, x El6 . S, , it follows from part (i) that / C~(6)/s = 2 . 210 = 211. 
Now 1 Ca(6)i = 26 = j C,(o)1 by Lemma 11.7 implies that C,(uZ(Q)) acts 
transitively on the involutions of oZ(Q) giving 1 CL(o)12 = I CL(uZ(Q))12/22 = 
21722 zzz 211. 
The corresponding statement about / C,(b)12 is proved in the same way, 
noting that d = &,J2 for involutions & E & , with & an A,-subgroup of I& , 
giving / C,(6)\ = 2 . 2i” and that / C,(b)12 = 24 = / CO(~“)]~. 
(vii) 1 C(u)l, = 211. Thus / Cx(u)12 = 21°. 
Assume that 1 C,,(u)\ = 211. If u is not extremal in R*, then there exists 
T E Y(R*) and g E G such that ug = r and CR,(a)Q < C&T). Now [a, U] = 1 
implies that [,a~, T] = 1. Therefore by part (ii) and our assumption on U, 
we have that 7 is conjugate in L to an element of C,,,(z) = EB(u). But 
7 $ E by part (v) and since we proved in Lemma 11.7 that every involution of 
EB(u) - E is conjugate to b or u, we conclude that 7 is conjugate to b or o 
in L, contradicting part (vi). The second statement is clear. 
(viii) u + b in X. 
Suppose in fact that u N b in X. We may assume from parts (vi) and (vii) 
C,o(u) E Syl,(C,(u)) and (J $ R. But th en CRO(u)/C,(u) is abelian and this 
implies that 0 is not in the commutator subgroup of a Sylow 2 subgroup of 
Cr(u). However, b is in the commutator subgroup of C,,,,,(b) s E4 { Z, 
and this leads to a contradiction. 
(ix) uG n 02(L) = iz~. Thus R, = (R, u1 , u2). 
Let 6 E uG n O?(L). According to Lemma 11.14, either O?(L) = Kl x K, 
with Ki g (D, * QJA, or all involutions of O!(L) - Q are conjugate to b. 
Applying parts (v) and (viii), we may therefore assume that O?(L) = Kl x K2 
and 6 + Q. Now an involution Si of Ki has centralizer with Sylow 2 subgroup of 
type HJ, L,(4) or El6 depending on whether Si is central in Ki a noncentral 
element of Pi or an element of Ki - Pi , respectively. Since 1 Cx(u)12 == 2ls, 
we may set S = S,S, with 6, E S(Ki), i = 1, 2. Furthermore, if CK1(Sl) s 
CKz(S2), then S is conjugate to an element of Coa&) = EB which is 
impossible by parts (v) and (viii). Thus the only possibility is that Co,,,,(S) 
has a Sylow 2 subgroup of type L,(4) x El6 . But then a Sylow 2 subgroup of 
C,(S) has commutator subgroup isomorphic to E4 whereas Coa(u) has order 
2? and a commutator subgroup isomorphic to Z, x Z, by Lemma 11.7 
which leads to a contradiction. 
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If R, = (R, zc~r), then R,/R z Z, and since cr E R, - R, we may apply 
the first statement in conjunction with Proposition 2.6 to obtain a contradic- 
tion. Thus R, = (R, ur , ua> as required. 
(x) 01~ + ap2 + a2 + q in X. 
Since w, has type 4,, x A,, , it follows that Z(R,) f Z(Q) whereupon 
Z&J = <aI , 2 01 ). Now N,(R,) controls fusion of Z(R,) and therefore either 
the result is true or there exists g E N,(R,) such that ~lig = olrols . This 
forces R,/(a,) s Ro/(alaa). But Pi/(ai) n Z(R,/(a,)) i: 1 implies that 
I Z(R,/<a,))l 2 Z2 whereas Wol<~14) < Q/<wd sz Q * QS * 4 * Q8 
gives / Z(R,/(ala,))j = 2 and the assertion is proved. 
(xi) Let C,o(u) E Sy12(Cx(u)). Then Cfo(o)’ = (P,> x <P,> s Z4 x Z4, 
pi E Pi, i = I, 2. Moreover, ifp E CR,(u)’ withP2 = olrola , then CRO((u, p>) = 
G&J, Go(a)‘>). 
Assuming that C QBco)(~) < CRo(u), it follows from Lemma 11.7 that 
CR,(u)’ contains a subgroup (pi> x (pa) s Z, x 2, with pi E Pi , i = 1,2. 
Setting G = i&6, , where 6, EL, - Ki and 6, EL, - K, we see that C2,(5) 
is isomorphic to a Sylow 2 subgroup of C,“(e) = C~.,(8i) x Cz,($). Hence 
Cgde) g E4 x D, x E4 x D, by (i). But then / C,o(a)’ 1 < 24 and we 
conclude that CRO(u) is as described. The second statement follows from the 
fact thatp must be conjugate topip, and thus C,o((u, p)) = Cs,((u, pi,&)) = 
C&u, G”W’>). 
(xii) uG f? (02(L), ul) = 0. 
Let S E (02(L), ur) n uG. It follows from part (ix) that 6 E (02(L), UJ - 
02(L), and thus we may assume that 6 = 6,b,, where 6, EL, and b, E K, . 
Since L, = CJK,), we have that aI2 := bz2 E Z(Q). 
If &E p2, then j Cr-(g2)\, 3 26 and hence 
I C&l2 = I C&)l2 I CEb62)12 > z5 . Z6 = 2’l. 
But then j C,O(S)ls > 211, contradicting part (vii). Therefore we may assume 
that b”, E R, - p,. In this case, 1 C~O(8)12 = j C,-,(8,)1, ) C,-,(&)I, = 2r” by 
part (i) giving j C,0(S)\2 = 2i” and thus we may further assume that 6 E A, 
and 1 CRO(S)l = 21°. This implies that for some g E X, we have ug = 6 and 
Go(u)9 = CROW 
Suppose at first that 6r2 = b,2 = 1. S ince b, is obviously not conjugate to b 
in O”(L), it follows from Lemma 11.14 that 02(L) = Kl x K, . Now 
[(2,0(S): C,(S)] < 4 forces CsD(S)’ < C,(S). Also C,(S) = CR1(S,) x C,Jb,) 
with CR2(b2) g El6 and CTO(S)’ = (CRO(u)‘)g g Z, x Z, by part (xi) 
then implies that W(C,(S) ) < PI . But W(C,e(s)) = (W(CRO(u)‘))g = 
<%, 2 01 )g again by part (XI) and we conclude that PI contains conjugates of 
01~ , o~z and ollo12 . A contradiction is now established by observing that Pi has 
481/43/I-8 
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at most two X-classes of involutions whereas ai + olrola + 01~ + c~i in X by 
part (x). 
Finally assume that 1 # 6, 2 = 6s2 E Z(Q). If K2 s (D, *Q&4,, then b, 
maps onto an involution of K,/Z(K,) - P,/K, whereas all such involutions 
lift to involutions in K, . Therefore it follows that Z(K,) = Z(Q) in which 
case K, = P,B, with B, s SL,(5) and Z(B,) = (o~ia$. Now 6a is conjugate 
in R, to k2 , where k, E B, , k,2 = 01~0~~ . Thus b, fuses into k,Z(Q) giving 
bs2 = olro~~ = Si2. It is easy to show that C,Jb,) = (6,) x Cpz(b2) z 2, x E4 _ 
Setting &, = Lo/K2 z El6 S, x Z, , it follows that a Sylow 2 subgroup of 
CEO(S) is isomorphic to Z, x E4 x D, and since 1 CRO(S)I = 21°, we conclude 
that CRz(S) = CK,(b2) z E4 x Z, and CRO(S)/CR~(S) r E, x D, . But 
CRO(S)’ E (CRO(a)‘)g z Z, x Z, then forces CRz(S) n CRJ(S)’ z 2, x Z,. 
Using similar reasoning and the fact that Cpl(S) = C,l(S,) g D, or Qs by 
part (i) we see that CRO(S)/C,,(o)(S) g E, x D, and CR”(S)’ n C,lz(o)(S) g 
Z, x Z,. Thus CR&S) < C,l(S) x CRz(S). It is clear that fll(CRO(S)‘) = 
(011 J a2) = al(CRO(u)‘) and since O1(CRO(S)‘) -= O1(CRp(o)‘)g, we have from 
part (x) that g centralizes (ai , a2>. Let p E CR,(a)’ with p2 = +oi2 . NOW 
CRo((u, P>) = C~o(lo, C,J(~)‘>) by part (xi) forces 
CRo((S> P”>) = C&(@? Go(W) 
with (~9)” = alolz . But CRz(S) = C,*(b,) x (b,) contains all elements of order 4 
of CRO(S)’ which square into olloi2 and centralizes C,rz(o,(S) forcing C,lz(o)(S) < 
CRO((S, C,.(S)‘)). This, however, contradicts the fact that C,l(z(,))(S) g 
Z, x D, or Z, x (2s and intersects CRO(S)’ in a subgroup isomorphic to 
z, x z,. 
We may now complete the proof of Lemma 11.17. It follows from part (ix) 
that R, := (R, , o1 , a2) and from part (xii) that O* n (R, , ai) = a. This, 
however, is incompatible with Proposition 2.6 and our assumption that u E X. 
We have now completed the proof of Theorem C. 
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